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Preface

This book is about school climate how it is defined and how cll.
mate studies can be implemented. An earlier version, School Climate
Improvement: A Challenge to the School Administrator, published
in 1974 by Phi Delta Kappa, familiarized educators with factors about
school climate that had been identified through nearly five years of
deliberations by associates of CFK, Ltd., a philanthropic foundation
dedicated to the improvement of educational leadershipand sponsored
by the late Charles F. Kettering II.

In the early 1970s research on school climate was in its initial stages;
now the term .:.1tool climate is used widely in the literature on school
improvement. Volumes have been writted, and many projects have
been initiated all in the name of school climate improvement. With
the experience gained over more than a decade, the authors saw the
need for an expanded and refined publication that would serve as a
basic reference for anyone interested in school climate improvement.
Therefore, they proceeded with this new publication with the objec-
tives of 1) creating an operational definition of school climate, 2) out-
lining a sequential procedure for implementing school climate activities,
and 3) emphasizing the continuing leadership role necessary to im
prove the climate in a school.

The three authors bring both common and unique backgrounds to
the development of this publication. All three were members of CFK,
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Ltd., and subsequently have been active in the Collegial Association
for the Development and Renewal of Educators (CADRE), the organi-
zation that superseded CFK in 1974. All have published on the topic,
have served as consultants, and have administered programs that en-
hance school climate. However, each brings a unique perspective to
the topic.

Eugene Howard serves in the Planning and Evaluation Unit of the
Colorado Department of Education. lie is recognized as a national
authority on implementation of school climate activities. Howard ar-
ticulates the steps necessary for initiating, implementing, and evaluat-
ing school climate activities.

D. Bruce Howell synthesizes the experiences of the many superb edu-
cators involved with CFK CADRE, whose contributions are woven into
this text. As a former city superintendent and now professor of educa-
tional administration at University of Tulsa, he is committed to the
pragmatic leadership needed to make school climate improvement
operational.

Edward Brainard, currently an assistant superintendent in Aurora,
Colorado, served as president of CFK, Ltd. from 1967 until 1974.
Brainard's task has been to define school climate, drawing on his prac-
tical experiences, and then to apply the definition to current trends
in education.

During the two decades that the concept of school climate has been
seriously studied, clearer definitions and more practical processes have
emerged. The authors believe this text synthesizes the best from both
theorists and practitioners who have been working to improve the
schools.

8
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Introduction

The way to improve education is through a healthy environ-
ment at each school.

John Good lad, speaking in Denver, 17 January 1986

"Sunset Ridge is a much better school than it used to be. Pupils are
happier, more selkonfident, less alienated. They are learning more
than their predecessors. Parents are involved and enthusiastic, and staff
members feel positive about the work. Morale is high." In these few
words Mary Lou Zarlengo, principal of Sunset Ridge School in West.
minster, Colorado, gives a summary of the results achieved by one
school, which contains the two goals that thoughtful educators have
in mind when they study a school's climate for learning. The first goal
concerns productivity such as academic achievement. The second goal
is satisfaction, such as high morale. Productivity and satisfaction are
timeless goals of any school. They go hand in hand. No school can suc
ceed without, to some degree, achieving both goals.

This book is about practical ways to improve a school's climate by
increasing both productivity and satisfaction concurrently. This book
will provide answers to six essential questions about school climate:

1. In practice, what is an effective school climate?
2. What does a good climate look like?
3. What instructional conditions must exist?

3



4. how can a school organization be efficient and accountable for
its learning program and, at the same time, still be centrally con-
cerned with people?

5. How can educators determine the quality of a school's climate?
How can they measure it?

6. How can educators provide leadership to improve the learning
environment?

I0
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Chapter 1

Defining School Climate

A school's climate is its atmosphere for learning. It includes the feel-
ings people have about school and whether it is a place where learn-
ing can occur. A positive climate makes a school a place where both
staff and students want to spend a substantial portion of their time;
it is a good place to be.

Whenever educators or parents visit a school for the first time, it
is common to hear remarks about the school's climate. A typical ob-
servation is, "This school has a good atmosphere," or "This school has
a good feeling." What criteria do educators and parents use when mak-
ing a judgment about a school's climate? What factors do they have
in mind when describing the dimensions of 'school climate? If asked,
they might offer some vague expianation; and if pressed, they are like-
ly to respond with some positive or negative expression of general feel-
ings. The purpose of this chapter is to translate those vague explanations
and general feelings into specific factors that determine a school's cli-
mate. Once identified, then school leaders have a basis for improving
a school's climate.

In the following sections, we shall identify; 1) the overarching goals
of school climate improvement, 2) the basic human needs that school
climate must address, 3) the factors that make up a school's climate
and determine its quality, and 4) the elements of a school's operation
that contribute to positive climate.

5
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Goals of School Climate Improvement

The two paramount goals of school climate improvement cerLainly
are not new; they always have been part of the fabric of American pub
lie education. These two goals are productivity and satisfaction.

The goal cA productivity means that the school provides a wholesome,
stimulating, and productive learning environment conducive to the aca.
demic and personal growth of students. Productivity includes such
characteristics- as achieving basic skills, developing an expanding knowl-
edge base, and using inquiry and problesolving processes.

The goal Of satisfaction means that the school provides a pleasant
and satisfying environment within which young people can work. Saris
faction includes such factors as a sense of personal worth, enjoying
school, and success from prrticipation in worthwhile activities.

A corollary of these two paramount goals for young people is provid
ing a satisfying and productive environment for adults in the school
community. teachers and other staff members, the principal, and
parents.

Basic Human Needs that School Climate Must Address

If a school is to be productive and satisfying, it must fulfill basic hu
man needs of students, faculty, and administrators. No school has a
wholesome climate unless it is providing its students and faculty with
these essentials:

Physiological Needs. These pertain to the school's physical plant
and include heat, light, aud relatively uncrowded conditions.

Safety Needs. These pertain to safety from such potential hazards
as fire and to security from physical an psychological abuse or as
sault from others in or around th,-. school.

Acceptance and Friendship Necds. These pertain to positive rela
tionships with other students, faculty, and administrators.

Achievement and Recognition Needs. These pertain to the recog
nition of one's successful endeavors in the school.

Needs to Maximize One's Potential. These pertain to personal goals
to achieve at the highest possible level.

Factors in School Climate

If you walked into a school building Gnd tried to gain a sense of its
prevailing climate, what would you look for? What elements would
you consider in assessing its positive or negative climate? At least eight



factors contribute to a school's climate and determine its quality. There
should be evidence of:

1. Continuous Academic and Social Growth. Each student is de.
veloping academically, socially, and physically in skills and knowledge.
Faculty, too, are improving their skills and knowledge with regard to
their particular assignments and as cooperative members of the edu
cation team. Effective schools research points out that successful
schools operate in a climate in which the professional staff hold high
expectations for their students. They believe their students can learn,
and they are committed to making sure that students do learn. In ef
leclive schools, staff are optimistic about their ability to influence stu-
dent achievement. Students believe their accomplishments result from
how hard they work (Robinson 1985).

2. Respect. Students see themselves as persons of worth; their ideas
are respected. Teachers and administrators feel the same way. School
is a place where individuals have self-esteem, are considerate, and ap
preciate others. An atmosphere of mutual respect prevails.

3. Trust. Trust is having confidence that others can be counted on
to do what they say they will do- they have integrity.

4. High Morale. In a school with high morale, people feel good about
what is happening. They are willing to perform assigned tasks; they
are confident and cheerful. Self-discipline is the mode. A defeatest at
titude does not exist.

5. Cohesiveness. This quality is manifested by a ;-erson's attraction
to the school. It is often called school spirit or esprit de corps. People
feel a sense of belonging to the school. They want to stay with it and
exert their influence on it in collaboration with others.

6. Opportunities for Input. Not everyone can be involved in mak-
ing the important decisions required in running a school's programs.
But every person war`; the opportunity to contribute ideas and know
they have been considered. When people feel they have no voice, it
diminishes their self-esteem and deprives the school of their influence.

7. School Renewal. The school is self-renewing; it is growing, develop.
ing, and changing. Research on effective schools indicates that in such
schools the staff is confident of their ability to change, improve, and
manage the learning environment. There is an atmosphere conducive
to program improvement (Robinson 1985).

8. Caring. Individuals in the school feel that some other person or
persons are concerned about them. People are interested in each oth
er. Teachers feel that the principal cares about them. The principal
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knows that the staff understands the pressures of the job and will help
if they can. "Researchers found an atmosphere of cooperation and car-
ing in effective schools. Some researchers actually describe it as a
family-type atmosphere with a staff focused on student needs, work-
ing cooperatively within the framework of a well-managed organiza-
tion" (Robinson 1985).

It is these eight factors that determine the ouality of a school's climate
for learning. They also determine the success a school will have in
achieving the goals of productivity and satisfaction. But there also are
indicators of negative school climate. Below is a list of symptoms of
climate problems in a school. Are any of these problems in your school?

High student absenteeism
High frequency of student discipline problems
Weak student government
Student cliques
High faculty absenteeism
Negative discussion in faculty lounges
Crowded conditions
Students feeling lost because the school is too large
Vandalism
Student unrest
Poor school spirit
Poor community image of the school
Faculty cliques
Theft from lockers
High student dropout rate
Large numbers of underachieving students
Low staff morale
Passive students
Faculty apathy
Supplies and equipment unavailable when needed
Poor image of the school by staff
Dislike of students by some faculty members
Students for whom school has little purpose
High incidence of suspensions and expulsions

Determinants of School Climate Improvement
pimply identifying the factors associated with a healthy school cli

mate is not sufficient for initiating a climate improvement program.
The factors of trust, respect, cohesiveness, caring, opportunities for in
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put, high morale, and school renewal are achieved as a result of specific
practices and programs in a school's operations. Following are descrip-
tions of 18 determinants of the quality of a school's climate. The de-
terminants fall into three categories: program, process, and material.

Program Determinants

1. Opportunities for active learning in which students are totally
involved and are able to demonstrate an ability to use their knowl-
edge and skills.

2. Individualized performance expectations that are reasonable,
flexible, and take into account individual differences. Studentsare fre-
quently encouraged to set their own performance goals.

3. Varied learning environments that avoid a single, standard mode
of instruction and that use different grouping arrangements.

4. Flexible curriculum and extracurricular activities that provide a
wide range of content options for learners. It is not assumed that all
learners in a group have the same content needs or that all will learn at
the same rate. Extracurricular activities are offered to serve all students.

5. Support and structure appropriate to the learner's maturity
whereby the school designs its programs and sets its requirements so
they are consistent with the intellectual, social, and physical charac-
teristics of the learner. Faculty are aware of and apply the principles
of child and adolescent growth and development.

6. Rules cooperatively determined involving both faculty and stu-
dents in developing clearly stated rules and regulations, which are
viewed as reasonable and desirable by those affected. Research on ef-
fective schools shows that in high achieving schools discipline policies
are clear, firm, and consistent. School regulations and penalties are
subjected to a periodic review and are responsive to teacher and stu-
dent input. In addition, these schools help students understand how
expected school behavior transfers to behavior outside of school
(Robinson 1985).

7. Varied reward systems that reinforce positive behavior. The
school provides a variety of ways in which students and teachers can
receive recognition.

Process Determinants

8. Problem-solving ability whereby skills are developed in order to
reach effective solutions to problems. There are well-developed proce-
dures for identifying problems, for inventing solutions, for implement-
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ing them, and for evaluating their effectiv eness. Problem soh ing abili
ty is a characteristic of effective schools (Robinson 1985).

9. Improvement of school goals whereby goals are clearly stated
and understood by students, parents, and faculty. Goals serve as refer
ence points for making decisions, organizing school improvement
projects, and guiding day to-day operations. Students, staff, and adminis
trators are encouraged to dev clop personal goals related to school w ork.

10. Identifying and working with conflicts in a manner that recog
nizes that conflict is natural, it occurs within individuals, bets een them,
and between groups. Conflict need not he a problem unless it is al
lowed to fester. In a favorable climate, conflict is approached in a posi
tive way with staff members inv olved in helping to resole the issue
(Robinson 1985).

11. Effective communications that enhance interpersonal relation-
ships among and between faculty, students, and parents. There is em
phasis on active listening. In studies of effective schools, researchers
found that when there was effective communication between teachers
and principals, teachers were more satisfied with their working rela
tionships with their principal and had more opportunities for staff in-
put in decision making (Robinson 1985).

12. Involvement in decision making whereby the opportunity to
improve the school exists for students, faculty, interested parents, and
others. Persons affected by a decision have an opportunity to provide
input. Decisions are based on adequate information, and decision
making processes are clearly specified and understood by all. A v arie
ty of decision-making models are used, arid the entire process is
reviewed periodically for effectiveness and efficiency.

13. Autonomy with accountability whereby there is a balance be
een being independent and self guy erning and being responsible for

achieving agreed-on goals and objectives. Autonomy with accounta
bility is accepted by students, staff, and the school as a corporate body.

14. Effective teaching-Larning strategies whereby goals for teach-
ing learning are clearly stated, and faculty seek ev aluative feedback
from students and peers. Teachers recognize that students have var
ied learning styles and employ methods that are compatible w ith these
styles as well as with student maturity. Students ha% e opportunities
to choose from a variety of learning activities.

15. Ability to plan for the future, which involves both immediate
and long-range planning. The staff analyzes the general course of the
school's program and plans desirable changes in its programs and ser
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vices. The staff uses planning skills to project conditions as they and
their clientele want them to be.

Material Determinants

16. Adequate resources that support faculty and students with in-
structional material centers/libraries, laboratories, suitable furniture,
textbooks and other instructional materials, and expendable supplies.

17. Supportive and efficient logisticalsystem, which helps people
achieve school goals and enhances morale. Established procedures
enable staff to acquire needed materials quickly. The system provides
quaPty services in such areas as student scheduling, custodial and
secretarial services, purchasing, budgeting, and accounting. All staff
know what they can and cannot expect of the school's logistical system.

18. Suitability of school plant, which can be modified as program
needs change. The building decor is attractive in terms of color, furni-
ture arrangement, and displays of student work. According to the
Educational Research Service report on effective schools:

Many low achieving schools actually had more modern and
better-equipped school plants than did high achieving schools. The
important element was that, even though the effective schools in
some cases were old, they were clean, well maintained, and often
well landscaped.

Researchers found unsuccessful schools to have more litter,
graffiti, and vandalism. The researchers found a sense of quiet pride
in high achieving schools and a sense of caring that was reflected
in the positive physical appearance of the school. (Robinson 1985)

Taken as a group, the 18 elements listed above are the major deter-
minants of the quality of a school's atmosphere for learning. Using these
18 determinants, a school can organize improvement projects that will
result in a more desirable school climate.

School Climate Improvement: A Case Study
1-low long does it take to create an excellent school? According to

Hank Gallina, principal of El Camino School in Lompoc, California,
it can be done in seven years. At least that how long Hank and his
staff have been working systematically on school improvement. The
results have been impressive. Achievement, as measured by the Califon
nia Test of Basic Skills, has risen substantially, even though most of
the children in the school are from low-income families whose first
language is not English. Discipline referrals to the office, once frequent,
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are now rare; vandalism and graffiti have almost been eliminated; and
pupil absenteeism has been reduced from 40% to 10%. The use of ob-
scene language by pupils, once a major problem, has almost been elimi-
nated (Howard 1985).

How did Gallina change his school around? He began by becoming
familiar with the work that had been done in measuring and improv-
ing school climate and concluded that it was time to take a close look
at his school's climate. He did this by using the CFK, Ltd., School Cli-
mate Profile, an instrument for diagnosing the strengths and weaknesses
of climate (see Appendix B).

The results were generally positive; morale and trust, two key cli-
mate factors, were seen as strengths. Active learning and support and
structure (for pupils) were also program strengths. However, three pro-
cess determinants communications, problem sulving, and shared de-

cision making were clearly perceived as problems. This information
was shared with his staff, who discussed a variety of ways to improve
the three problem determinants. Then, following the staff meeting, a
smaller group of staff met with Gallina to develop some preliminary
plans. A year later, the School Climate Profile was administered for
the second time, and it showed that in one year the school's climate
had improved significantly.

What has Gallina learned from his experience at El Camino? "First of
all," he says, "central office administrators' and board members' support
for change of this magnitude is absolutely essential. They have to know
what is happening and why. The school's improvement efforts have
to be congruent with the overall direction in which the district is mov
ing." Throughout the total process, Gal lina and his staff have benefited
from strong support from the central office and the board of education.

"We also learned," says Gallina, "about the importance of a strong
staff development program that clearly supports the improvement
goals. The pacing of change was carefully controlled so that the faculty
were expected to change their teaching styles gradually, as the train-
ing proceeded. Teachers were given time to grow and to experiment."

Gallina also learned the importance of involving the staff in decision
making and planning processes. He does not believe that shared gover
nance erodes the authority of the principal. "What happens," he says,
"is that the principal's power base is broadened. The principal has a
previously agreed-on structure and prozess for gaining support for new
ideas. The power base no longer rests with just the principal and a few
others. The base is with the total staff."
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Gallina and his staff learned about the importance of a school's cli-
mate as a precondition for excellence. The El Camino staff directed
their improvement efforts toward a variety of program and process
determinants that had been identified by using the School Climate Pro-
file. They learned how improving the school's climate can result in
improved learner satisfaction and achievement. "And that," says Hank
Gallina, "is the bottom line."

Any school can do what Hank Gallina and his staff did at El Camino.
The remainder of this book provides detailed procedures for conduct.
ing climate studies that can lead to school improvement.

References
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Chapter 2

Implementing School Climate
Improvement
A PROCESS THAT WORKS

In a recent study of five highly successful climate improvement
projects, Howard (1985) identified an eight-step process common to all:

1. Appoint a steering committee or management team with leader-
ship responsibilities.

2. Collect baseline data regarding climate symptoms.
3. Conduct awareness-raising activities so that parents, students, and

staff are informed about the rationale for the project and the pro-
cess to be followed.

4. Conduct an assessment of the school's climate.
5. Identify improvement priorities and develop action plans for im

provement activities.
6. Organize task forces to accomplish the tasks identified in the ac

tion plans.
7. Coordinate the work of the task forces.
8. Evaluate the overall impact of the climate improvement effort

and report the results.

The eight steps are described briefly below.

Step 1; Appoint a School Improvement Management Team (San).
The School Improvement Management Team oversees the school im
provement process, provides leadership and support to the task forces,
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obtains and maintains faculty, student, and parent support; and assesses
the project's outcomes. Interested parents, students, and staff mem-
bers serve on this team.

Step 2: Collect Baseline Data. Once appointed, the first task of the
SIMT is to collect baseline data so that the impact of the improvement
project can be measured over time. The essential question to be an-
swered with the baseline data is: To what extent are symptoms of a
quality climate apparent in the school? Data relating to this question
may be obtained from assessments of pupil and staff morale, from as-
sessments of climate factors, and from school records. Much of this
data already is available in most schools. The SIMT has the task of
gathering it, summarizing it, and ensuring its accuracy. For example,
the SIMT may decide to gather data related to five or six of the follow-
ing symptoms of school climate:

Achievement

Daily attendance of faculty and students
Attendance at school-sponsored activities
Library usage

Percentage of students earning high and low or failing grades
Vandalism incidents a'id costs (while school is in session)
Discipline referrals (number and seriousness of offenses)
Faculty turnover

Drug and alcohol abuse statistics
Suspensions (in-school and out-of-school)
Dropouts (high school)

Step 3: Raise the Awareness Level of Faculty, Students, and Par-
ents. Through a series of awareness-raising workshops and other ac-
tivities, faculty, students, and parents learn about the climate
improvement project and become convinced that an organized plan
for improvement would benefit their school. Two useful activities are
visiting other schools that have successful improvement programs and
participating in a visiting team to conduct a climate assessment of an-
other school.

Step 4: Assess the School's Climate. A climate assessment may be
done by using an instrument designed for this purpose (see appendices)
or by using a visiting assessment team. The assessment will identify
those determinants that are positively or negatively affecting the
school's climate. Parents, students, and the total school staff are ac-
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tively involved in this process. Assessment resi.:ts are analyzed, inter-
preted, and communicated to faculty, students, and parents.

Step 5: Brainstorm .1,-)rinritize, and Plan. At a workshop organized
for this purpose, faculty, parent, aid student leaders use assessment
information as a basis to brainstorm ideas on promising practices for
improving the school's climate, and then to prioritize the ideas for an
action plan. Usually a group chooses from one to five determinants
on which to work.

Step 6: Form Task Forces. The SIMT forms from one to five L:sk
forces, one for each determinant identified as a priority. Each task force
is given a charge from the SIMT to initiate activitie., pi ojects, and pro-
grams to influence positively one of the climate de; rminants. Task
forces may be sponsored by faculty, by a parent orgahization, or by
the student council. Each task force leader is also a member of the
SIMT.

Step 7: Manage Task Forces. The SIMT and the principal facilitate
and support the work of the task forces. Task force leaders report prog-
ress periodically to the principal, to the SIMT, to the staff, and to par-
ent and student groups as appropriate.

Step 8: Conduct an Evaluation. The SIMT collects, interprets, and
reports data regarding the extent to which the school's climate has been
improved. The instruments and procedures used are the same as those
used to collect the baseline data (Step 2).

The Eight-Step Process: A Positive Approach

The process described above differs from traditional approaches to
school improvement in that the focus is on positive aspects of a school's
climate rather than on its problems. The traditional approach to school
improvement is to identify problems and then attempt to solve them.
Such an approach can result in improvement; however, it will not rc
sult in excellence. Excellence comes by making what is working well
work even better and by spreading successful practice.

The eight-step process does not ignore problems. In fact, one of the
determinants of climate is concerned with the ef:ective functioning
of problem-solving processes. However, the eight-step process is not
a traditional problem solving approach; rather, it is a positive approach
designed to identify and strengthen success.

n
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In this chapter we have described the eight-step process and an or-
ganizatinnni t-i-tx..ture to implement school climate improvement. The
next five chapters will provide detailed information on how to build
this organizational structure and manage the eight-step process.

References
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Chapter 3

Getting Ready for Climate
Improvement
STEPS 1, 2, AND 3

Climate improvement projects, if done properly, require a lot of work.
There is more than can be accomplished by just the principal and a
few designated leaders. Tasks must be defined and delegated.

Step 1: Appoint the School Improvement Management Team

The first step in launching a schoolwide climate improvement pro
gram is the formation of a planning and coordinating gruup, w hich we
call the School Improvement Management Team (SIMT). This is not
an advisory group that simply studies a problem and then makes recum
mendations for others to carry out. This is a working group that, to
gether with the principal, plans and coordinates the climate
improvement activities in the school.

This team should not be the same as the principal's administrative
cabinet. Rather, it should be composed of faculty, parents, and students
who are convinced that the school should be a more caring, trusting,
and cohesive place. They should have talents to contribute and shuuld
be willing to work to make the school a better place for everyone. At
the outset, team members may have to be recruited, later, volunteers
might be accepted. A suggested composition of the team might include.

one or two counselors or social workers who are familiar with
the characteristics of the students and the community and who
understand the clique structure of the school;
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two or three teachers and two or three parents who believe that
climate improvement is a promising approach to improving the
school's quality;
two or three student leaders; and
the principal, who serves as the team's specialist in organization
and who provides overall leadership.

Prior to the first SIMT meeting, tilt. principal should prepare a writ-
ten Statement of Purpose, informing the team of what it is expected
to accomplish. A sample Statement of Purpose appears in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1
TO: School Climate Improvement Management Team
FROM: Margaret Glasgow, Principal, Washington School
SUBJECT: Statement of Purpose (First Draft)

The School Climate Improvement Management Team is the Washing-
ton School's planning and coordinating group for all majorclimate improve-
ment projects. The team is charged with accomplishing the following tasks:

1. Conducting a study of the school climate improvement process so
that committee members become knowledgeable about what cli-
mate is and how it can be assessed.

2. Collecting baseline data on the extent to which climate is already
positive in the school.

3. Developing a library of materials on climate improvement, includ-
ing descriptions of promising practices in other schools.

4. Visiting other schools engaged in schoolwideclimate improvement
programs.

5. Planning and conducting informationsharing sessions with parent,
faculty, and student groups.

6. Conducting an assessment of the climate of Washington School
and interpreting the results of that assessment to parents, staff,
and students.

7. Identifying from one to three climate improvement projects to be
launched in the Washington School during the coming school year.

8. Organizing one task force to plan and implement each project Iden-
tified, and assisting each task force in planning its work.

9. Coordinating the work of each task force.
10. Keeping the parents, faculty, and students informed of the prog-

ress of the work of the team and its task forces.

At the first SIMT meeting, the statement should be discussed and
appropriate modifications made. It should then be accepted by the team
members. The SIMT now is ready to develop a work plan. This is done
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by assigning responsibility for each task outlined in the Statement of
Purpose to one team member. That person then proceeds, with sug
gestions and assistance from others, to plan specific activities related
to one task in the statement.

In order to carry out the tasks assigned in the Statement of Purpose,
team. members will need to learn a great deal about school climate.
They should strive to become the school's in house experts on factors
and determinants of school climate, the research base for climate ira
provement, the rationale for climate improvement, and the change pro
eess. This handbook can serve as a basic text for acquiring some of
this needed expertise. Additional resources also should be collected.

Each team meeting should be planned to stimulate the professional
growth of the members. Once members acquire expertise in climate
improvement, they can assume responsibility for planning and lead
ing staff development for others.

The team, under the principal's leadership, manages the eight step
process. It is responsible for collecting baseline data, informing par
ents, staff, and students about the climate improvement concept, eon
ducting the climate assessment, leading the planning, priority setting
workshop; and coordinating the work of the task forces. Initially,
management teams typically meet bi eddy. After the assessment has
been completed, they usually can meet less frequently.

Step 2: Collect Baseline Data

Collection of baseline data is necessary so that the impact of the cli
mate improvement project can be measured over time. The baseline
data should be used tc answer two questions. 1) 'lo what extent does
the school now have a positive c; negative climate? and 2) To what
extent are other symptoms of quality apparent in the school?

Data related to the first question may be obtained easily by using
the CM, Ltd., Profile, Part A (see Appendix B). This instrument has
been validated to measure people's perceptions of the eight general
climate factors described in Chapter 1. The instrument can be ad
ministered with confidence to staff members, parents who are
knowledgeable about the school, and older students (gra.!...s 6 to 12).

Data related to the second question, concerning other symptwas of
quality, may be obtained by using the pr9blems checklist on page S.
Of course, if the climate is perceived as posith e, respondents w ill tend
to designate few such items as problems. Ne% ertheless, this checklist
can provide useful baseline data.
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Several management teams have gone beyond the problems check-

list with more specific documentation readily available in school
records. For example, attendance statistics, achievement data, and dis-
cipline referral records are kept routinely by most schools. Such records
can be summarized easily for baseline data.

An early decision to be made by the management team is which
baseline data to collect. Figure 3.2 lists six quality symptoms, which
frequently are documented, as baseline data.

All six symptoms usually are sensitive to climate changes. However,
the management team may choose not to collect data on one or two
of the symptoms because of the difficulty of collecting the data or be.
cause a particulrr symptom will be unlikely to be affected significant-
ly by climate improvement. For example, in a school in which pupil
attendance already exceeds 96%, the team justifiably might choose not
to collect attendance data.

Step 3: Raise the Awareness of Faculty, Students, and Parents

Students, parents, and staff must understand the rationale of the
school climate concept and the steps involved in the process before
the management team undertakes the assignment. The management
team should plan a series of meetings to provide them with appropri-
ate information. Two handouts for such meetings might include the
definition of school climate and the list of climate symptoms and as-
sumptions in Chapter I.

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ASCD) distributes a kit consisting of three film strips with audio cas-
settes and related printed materials that can be used for orienting staff,
parents, and students to the school climate concept (Howard 1980).
Additional materials are avaiiable from CADRE, 1125 Moline St.,
Aurora, CO 80010; (303)361.6429.

Other activities include visiting schools that have implemented suc-
cessful school climate projects, participation by faculty leaders on a
school climate mini-audit visitation team (see page 26), and the estab-
lishment of a library of reference materials on school climate. Or it may
be possible to invite a school climate expert or a leader from a school
that has implemented a successful project to address your staff, student
leaders, and parents. Specific recommendations regarding resource peo-
ple and materials may be obtained from CADRE's national office.

By using the suggestions above, staff, students, and parents will be-
come aware of the purposes and processes of school climate improve-
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Figure 3.2
Quality Symptoms Affected Positively by Climate Improvements

Symptom Assumption How Measured

1. Achievement 1. As climate improves, pupils will 1.1 Longitudinal analyses of standardized test scores
learn more. 1.2 Percentage of pupils earning high grades (A's and B's)

1.3 Percentage of pupils earning low grades (D's and F's)
1.4 Number and percentage of retentions in elementary

schools
2. Attendance of Students and 2. As climate improves, staff and 2.1 Total year attendance rates for staff and students

Staff student attendance will improve. 2.2 Attendance rates by comparable months (September of
year 1 with September of Years 2 and 3)

2.3 Single period absences in secondary schools
2.4 Attendance at school-sponsored events (Parents' Night,

key social, athletic, or cultural events)
3. Vandalism Costs 3. As climate improves, students will 3.1 Head custodian's vandalism reports showmg costs of dam-

respect the school more and age done to the building by month and year (Costs should
there will be less vandalism. include value of staff time)

4. Dropout Rates (Secondary) 4. As climate improves, fewer pupils
will drop out.

4.1 Annual dropout study and report

5. Discipline Problems 5. As climate improves, incidents of 5.1 Records of in-school and out-of-school suspensions
misbehavior will diminish. 5.2 Records and analysis of the numbers of pupils referred to

the office for disciplinary action. (Analysis should include
number of individuals referred once, twice, three times)

5.3 Incidence of drug and alcohol abuse by secondary pupils
5.4 Fights on the playground (elementary), with monthly com-

parisons of Year 1 with the same months in Years 2 and 3.
5.5 Teacher questionnaire on perceptions of in-class discipline

problems
6. Pupils Participation in 6. As climate improves, more pupils 6.1 Survey all students in May to determine number of actwi-

School-sponsored Activities will participate in school-spon- ties they have participated in during the year.
(Secondary) sored activities



ment. They then will be ready for the next step, assessing a school's
climate.
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Chapter 4

Three Approaches to Assessing
a School's Climate
STEP 4

This chapter presents three approaches to assessing a school's cli
mate. Each is designed to provide information that can be used for
climate improvement planning.

Approach 1: The CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile

Part A of the CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile (see Appendix B) pro-
vides information on the eight climate factors described in Chapter 1.
Responses to Part A will answer the baseline data question. "To what
extent is the climate of our school positive or negative?" and the par
allel benchmark data question. "To what extent has the climate of our
school improved?" Such benchmark data are essential for showing what
impact the management team's interventions had on the climate of
the school.

Parts B, C, and D of the profile provide information on people's per-
ceptions of how well the 18 determinants of climate, described in Chap-
ter 1, are operating in the school. An assessment of these 18
determinants is useful for answering the question. "What types of
projects or activities should we plan in order to improve school cli
mate?" Parts B, C, and D of the profile may be considered as diagnos-
tic tools.

Data obtained from the CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile will be
much more powerful if gathered from people who see the school from
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different perspectives. Therefore, data should be gathered from
teachers, students, administrators, support staff, and parents. Also, data
based on people's perceptions of how things are or how they feel about
them are important, because most behavior is motivated by the in-
dividual's perceptions of reality. Other kinds of information obtained
from observation or behavior analysis also would be useful as part of
a more extensive diagnostic effort.

The data provided by this profile may be analyzed in a number of
ways:

1. Which climate factors or determinants are lowest on the scale?
Which are highest? Perhaps the lowest ones should be consid-
ered as candidates for improvement projects.

2. For which climate factors or determinants are there large dis-
crepancies between what is and what should be? If there is a large
discrepancy, perhaps the reasons should be examined.

3. Are there marked discrepancies between how one group ranks
a climate factor or determinant and how another group ranks
it? If ',.-, those discrepancies serve as a stimulus for further dis-
cussion and examination.

Approach 2: Mini-Audits

Mini-audits (see Appendix C) are adaptations of the CFK, Ltd., School
Climate Profile developed by Eugene R. Howard and his colleagues
in the Colorado Climate Improvement Project. These instruments, pub-
lished by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
are reprinted in Appendix C with permission from ASCD.

Mini-audits use the original climate determinants from the CFK, Ltd.,
Profile, but some have been combined to simplify the instrument. How-
ever, the individual items are very different from those of the CFK,
Ltd., Profile. The items in the original profile are indicators that serve
as goals for possible interventions, whereas the items in the ASCD in-
strument are descriptions of specific interventions to be considered.

Some of these interventions might be projects to strengthen exist-
ing programs and practices that are perceived as having a positive ef-
fect on school climate. Other interventions might be to initiate new
practices, programs, or activities not currently operating. The activi-
ties, programs, and practices described in these instruments are those
most often reported as being helpful in improving school climate.

Data from the mini-audits define strong and weak determinants, as
do the CFK, Ltd., Profile data. However, the mini-audits also provide
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information regarding the extent to which various groups view certain
interventions as promising. Thus the data will enable school leaders
to launch projects that have substantial faculty, student, and parent
support and to avoid projects perceived as having low potential for im-
proving school climate.

Each section of the mini-audit is open-ended. Before administering
the instruments, the management team may add items describing cur-
rently successful projects that, if strengthened, would affect the school's
climate positively. The team also might wish to add new items that,
in its view, have potential for improving school climate.

Management team members also may wish to edit some of the items
in order to describe more precisely the interventions beino, considered.
Items may be eliminated if they seem inappropriate fir a particular
school. However, items should not be dropped sin.ply because the
school is not implementing the idea. Dropping such tems can deprive
the management team of important information about the respondents'
attitudes toward new ideas that may have high potential.

Respondents to the mini-audits may be staff members, informed stu-
dents, and parents who are well acquainted with the school's programs
and activities. It is not appropriate to ask people to respond who have
little knowledge of the school.

There is some repetition of the mini-audit items. This occurs because
some activities, projects, and programs will, if working well, have an
impact on more than one climate determinant.

In administering the instrument, the management team may wish
to organize the respondents into groups of three. Even though each
member of the group would complete the instrument individually, the
group leader could encourage discussion and sharing of information
regarding the items as the group proceeds through the instrument to-
gether.

Approach 3: The Visitation Team Mini-Audit

One of the outcomes of the Colorado Climate Improvement Project
(1979 to 1983) was an approach for assessing the climate of a school
without using a printed instrument. Instead, information related to cli-
mate determinants is obtained through structured interviews by mem-
bers of a visiting team.

This approach is fast and efficient. Assessment and priority-setting
can be conducted in a day and a half. It avoids the use of question-
naires, which require hours to collate and to do statistical analyses of
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the data. It is, however, somewhat more costly because it requires the
services of a trained consultant and involves staff from other schools.

The process consists of the following steps:
1. Forming the Visiting Team. The management team invites from

one to four principals of nearby schools to provide the services of two
or three of their most competent faculty members. These faculty mem-
bers should be recognized leaders who have proficiency in interview-
ing, have good listening skills, and are likely to be receptive to the kinds
of projects typically considered for climate improvement efforts. They
need not have prior training in the eight-step process of climate im-
provement; they will learn a grew- deal about the concept and process
in a very short time, thus benefiting themselves and their schools.

2. Scheduling. Interview schedules are arranged so that each visit-
ing team member conducts five or six interviews during the one-day
visit. Each teacher is scheduled individually for a 40 to 60minute in-
terview. Groups of other staff members (for example, secretaries, cooks,
and custodians), groups of student leaders, and groups of parent lead-
ers also are interviewed. A school with a faculty of 30 generally can
be served by a visiting team of seven or eight persons.

3. Awareness Materials for the Visiting Team. Before the visit, team
members are provided with awareness materials, including descriptions
of the climate determinants and factors, an outline of the eight-step
process, a paper describing interview techniques, and details regard-
ing the visitation schedule.

4. Training the Visiting Team. A consultant provides the members
of the visiting team with training on the climate concept, the rationale
for the process and the assessment, and the interviewing techniques.
This training session usually is scheduled for two hours during the eve-
ning before the visitation day.

5. Conducting Interviews. Visiting team members conduct the in-
terviews using questions-designed to identify current activities, prac-
tices and programs in the school thatare having a positive impact on
the school's climate. There is no attempt during the interviews to iden-
tify weaknesses or specific problems; this is done at another time. Rath-
er, the mini-audit is designed to identify current practices in the school
that could, if strengthened, have a positive impact on the school's
climate.

6. Compiling the Information. Information obtained from all inter-
viewers is compiled on forms designed for that purpose. This task usual-
ly is scheduled for 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on the day of the visit.
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7. Producing the Report. The following morning the information
provided by the interviews is typed on report forms, and the first draft
of the report is duplicated. This report then is used as the basis for
the priority-setting workshop (see Chapter 5), which usually is sched-
uled for the afternoon of the second day.

8. Planning and Further Training. While the report is being typed
and duplicated, the visiting team, the consultant, and the school
management team are planning the priority-setting workshop and post-
workshop activities. They also are receiving training in task force or-
ganization and management (see Chapter 6).

In a little more than a day and a half, the climate assessment is com-
pleted, a first draft of the report is produced, the priority-setting work-
shop is conducted, and follow-up activities are structured.

The focus on the positive aspects of a school is readily apparent in
the assessment and priority-setting steps. Assessment is not intended
to identify a school's problems; rather, it is designed to define a school's
strengths and to answer the question: How can we do better what we
already are doing well?

The visitation team mini-audit uses a nonthreatening, positive ap-
proach because a high level of trust is needed to facilitate information
gathering. A problem audit, a somewhat different process, can be done
later.

All three approaches to climate assessment presented in this chap-
ter can be used for setting priorities, the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Organizing and Managing the
Priority-Setting Workshop
STEP 5

Once the information from the climate assessment process is col-
lected, it must be translated into decisions that will lead to improve-
ment. This is done through a priority-setting workshop, the basic
purpose of which is to answer the question: "Which determinants
should we work on now?"

Ideally, the staff, parents, and students should undertake school im-
provement projects for all 18 climate determinants. But this is unrealis-
tic and no doubt would be overwhelming for the management team
to support 18 projects. Thus the workshop becomes the mechanism
for involving people in setting priorities as to which determinants to
work on.

Rationale for the Workshop

A negative school climate may be manifested by such symptoms
as discipline problems, absenteeism, alienation, or apathy. However,
focusing only on symptoms does not get at the root causes behind
the symptoms. These can be found only in the school's climate deter-
minants. Therefore, it is important that the priority-setting workshop
focus on climate determinants, not on symptoms or problems.

Furthermore, the focus of the workshop should be on strengthening
those positive climate determinants already existing in the school. This
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emphasis on the positive helps to create islands of excellence in the
school, which in turn stimulates school pride and cohesiveness.

The outcome of the priority-setting workshop should be a series of
activities, projects, or programs that positively affect the school's cli-
mate, and thereby have an impact on the symptoms.

Organization of the Workshop

The priority-setting workshop is designed to answer the following
five questions:

1. Which of the climate improvement determinants included in the
assessment have the greatest potential, if strengthened, for making a
positive impact on the climate of the school?

2. For each determinant, what could a task force do to strengthen
those activities, projects, and programs that already are having a posi
tive effect on the school's climate?

3. For each determinant, what could a task force do to strengthen
those activities, projects, and programs that could have a positive ef-
feet but are not yet functioning well?

4. Which task forces should be formed?
5. Who wants to work on these task forces?
Carrying out these objectives for the workshop involves eight steps:
1. Structuring. The workshop leader explains the purpose of the

workshop and the procedures to be followed to accomplish the work-
shop's objectives.

2. Reporting the Assessment Results. A member of the management
team summarizes the findings of the assessment and defines for the
group each of the climate determinants to be considered.

3. Initial Prioritization (optional). Using a Prioritization Preference
Sheet (see Figure 5.1), which lists all the climate determinants, each
workshop participant selects the three determinants that he or she feels
would, if strengthened, have the greatest positive impact on improv-
ing the climate of the school.

4. Brainstorming. Workshop participants are organized in small
groups. Each group considers one climate determinant by responding to
the question: "If we were to form a task force to strengthen this cll.
mate determinant in our school, what might that task force do?" Each
brainstorming group writes suggestions on large sheets of poster paper.

5. Prioritizing. Each brainstorming group is asked to choose the six
to eight feasible ideas that the group feels have the greatest potential
for strengthening climate.



Figure 5.1

Prioritization Preference Sheet
School Climate Determinants

Please circle the answers of the three determinants that, in your
opinion, would affect the climate of the school most positively if
they were strengthened.

Program Determinants:

1. Active learning

2. Individualized performance expectations/varied reward
systems

3. Varied learning environments and flexible curriculum and
extracurricular activities

4. Appropriate support and structure

5. Rules cooperatively determined

Process Determinants:

6. Problem solving, decision making, and resolving conflicts

7. Improvement of school goals and planning for the future
8. Effective communications

9. Autonomy with accountability

10. Effective teaching/learning strategies

Material Determinants:

11. Adequate resources

12. Supportive and efficient logistical systems

13. Suitability of school plant

Note: Determinants listed are from the ASCD Mlni-Audit #1 and
#2. Before reproducing this form, eliminate any determinants that
have not been included in your assessment.



6. Reporting. Each brainstorming group reports its six to eight recom-
mendations to the entire workshop. Each large brainstorming sheet
is then posted so that all ideas are visible.

7. Final Prioritizing of Determinants. Again using the Prioritization
Preference Sheet, each workshop participant selects the three deter-
minants that he or she feels would have the greatest positive impact
on the climate of the school. The results of the voting are tallied, and
the one to three determinants selected for strengthening are an.
nounced.

8 Obtaining Volunteers. The workshop leader or the principal
describes how the task forces will function and asks for volunteers to
serve on them. The time and places of the first task force meetings
are then announced.

This workshop requires from three to four hours. It may be com-
pleted in a single half -day session or in two sessions on different days.
If it is done in two sessions, the first might be devoted to assessment
feedback and the second to brainstorming and prioritization. Some-
what more time may be needed for larger faculties because of the larger
number of brainstorming groups reporting back.

All faculty members and instructional aides should participate in the
workshop. Many schools also include informed parents and students.
Try to assign one parent and one student to each brainstorming group.
Also, some central office personnel may have considerable skill in con-
ducting workshops. Invite these persons to serve in leadership roles.

The workshop leader is crucial to the success of the brainstorming
and priority.setting process. Ideally, the leader should have strong group
process skills. However, an inexperienced person can operate a suc-
cessful workshop by carefully following the procedures outlined in this
chapter. The workshop leader should be an individual who is highly
respected by the faculty and who can keep the group on task. A com-
mon problem in workshop settings is keeping the activities on sched-
ule. The leader must insist that established schedules be respected.

Running the Workshop

This section provides detailed instructions for the eight steps in run-
ning the priority-setting workshop.

Step 1: Structuring. In preparation for the workshop, the manage-
ment team should:

Prepare the agenda and have copies to give to each participant
on arrival at the workshop.
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Choose a location for the workshop so that each brainstorming
group of four to six persons will be able to work at a table with-
out disturbing others. The school cafeteria or library is usually
adequate for this purpose. For the session in which assessment
results are shared, provide an overhead projector andscreen and,
for large groups, a sound system.
Assist the individual who is responsible for presenting and inter
preting the climate assessment results. Visuals and handouts must
be ready before the workshop.
Prepare enough copies of the Prioritization Preference Sheets so
that each participant will have one for the preliminary prioritiza-
tion activity (if included) and one for the final prioritization ac-
tivity.

Provide for each table at least two large sheets of poster paper
for recording brainstorming ideas. Have extra sheets available.
Also provide each table with two felt-tip pens, a roll of masking
tape, copies of the Brainstorming and Prioritization Activity In-
struction Sheets (see Appendix D), extra copies of the summary
of the assessment findings, and a sign indicating which deter-
minant is to be discussed.
Assign one member of the management team to provide struc-
ture for each group. This person's role is to make sure that the
instruction sheets and the re,les for brainstorming (see Appt. dix
D) are followed. Poorly structured brainstorming groups can de-
terimate quickly into complaint sessions, long-winded debates,
or the telling of war stories.
Agree in advance of the workshop on the number of task forces
to be formed (one, two, or three). This is important for Step 7
(Prioritizing) and Step 8 (Asking for Volunteers).
Determine in advance of the workshop the number of
brainstormingprioritizing groups that will be needed. This num-
ber can be approximated by dividing the total number of par-
ticipants by five, which is the ideal group size. If there are many
participants, it may be necessary to have more than one brain-
storming group for each topic.

At the opening session the workshop leader explains the purpose
of the workshop and describes the procedures to be followed. The par-
ticipants should know that they will be asked to use the assessment
information as a basis for making judgments about the relative merits
of several possible climate improvement activitics.



Step 2: Reporting the Assessment Results. The assessment results
are reported to workshop participants on summary forms (see Appen-
dix B and Appendix C). A different format is used if the assessment
is done by a visiting team. The summary forms can be presented as

visuals on an overhead projector or they can be duplicated and dis-
tributed to workshop participants.

To assist in the interpretation of the assessment results, an interpre-
tation sheet should be prepared for each climate determinant (see Ap-
pendix B and Appendix C). These interpretation sheets are distributed
to each workshop participant.

In summarizing the information, the presenter proceeds sequential-
ly through all of the visuals or handouts, defining each climate deter-
minant (see Chapter 1 for definitions) and interpreting the information
by referring to the interpretation sheet and by making such clarifying
comments as may be appropriate.

Participants should be reminded periodically during the presenta-
don that they will be askedto use this information as one basis fer
making some important judgments during the prioritizing portions of
the workshop.

Step 3: Initial Prioritization. This step will be necessary only ifyour
workshop group is very small. Brainstorming groups are most effec-
tive when they have from four to six members. If the number of par-
ticipants in the workshop is too small to provide at least four members
in each group, it is advisable to reduce the number of determinants
with an initial prioritization. Under these circumstances, the Prioriti-
zation Preference Sheet should be modified to include only those de
terminants under consideration.

The workshop leader distributes one prioritization sheet to each par-
ticipant. The participants make their choices, and the results are tabu-
lated at ince. Then the climate determinants to be discussed in the
brainstorming session are announced, and a sign giving the name of
the determinants is placed on each table.

The participants may ake a short break while the prioritization
results are being tallied. But before they leave, they should be told that
when they return, they are to choose the determinant they wish to
discuss by sitting at the table with the sign of their choice. There is
only one rule: each group may have no more than six members. If six
persons already are seated at a table, then the participant must make
a second choice.

Step 4: Brainstorming. Once the participants have selected their
tables, the workshop leader reiterates the purpose of the brainstorm-
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ing activity and describes the facilitator's role. The leader emphasizes
the importance of following the procedures on the instruction sheet
and summarizes the rules for brainstorming (see Appendix D). The
leader asks each group to select a recorder; then the brainstorming
session begins.

While the brainstorming is in progress, the workshop leader moves
from group to group responding to questions, making procedural sug-
gestions, and observing the progress of the groups. Occasionally groups
have to be reminded that their role is to make suggestions for activi-
ties, projects, and programs to be implemented by task forces, not to
make detailed prescriptions of what all teachers should do. Such
prescriptions, if appropriate, come later during the prioritizing stage.
Sometimes groups also tend to suggest things for the school board,
parents, or the school administration to do. Again, remind the brain.
storming group that their charge is to develop ideas potentially useful
to a task force.

While moving from group to group, the workshop leader should en-
courage participants to get as many ideas on paper as quickly as possi-
ble. There is a tendency for groups to want to discuss each item as
it is presented. Facilitators and the workshop leader should discourage
this practice because it stifles spontaneity and bogs down the process.
Remind the groups that there will be time for discussion during the
prioritizing stage.

After approximately 40 minutes of brainstorming, most groupsare
running out of new ideas. At this time the leader directs the groups
to begin the prioritizing process.

Step 5: Prioritizing. In this step the groups begin discussing and
evaluating the feasibility and probable impact of the activities, projects,
and programs that have been identified in the brainstorming session.
They are asked to respond to the question: Which of the ideas sug-
gested would, if implemented, have the most positive impact on the
climate of our school? They then recommend six to eight ideas to be
considered by a climate improvement task force.

As priority items are agreed on by each group, the recorder makes
a star in front of the items listed on the brainstorming sheets. Some
groups will combine similar suggestions under a single heading. Dur
ing the prioritizing process a number of items will be eliminated be.
cause they will be judged impractical because of limited resources or
lack of commitment. Agreement generally is reached by consensus.

As soon as all groups have finished the prioritizing task, the leader
calls for individual group reports.
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Step 6: Reporting. Before reports begin, the workshop leader should
set a time limit for each report, typically three minutes. If such a time
limit is not enforced, this portion of the workshop can become exces-
sively long and boring. The group facilitator gives the report, and the
recorder assists by holding up the brainstorming sheet as it is being
described.

After giving the report, the facilitator posts the brainstorming sheets
on the wall with masking tape so all reports can be seen by all par-
ticipants. After the workshop, the school secretary should type the ideas
from the brainstorming sheets and highlight the priority ones, so they
will be available for the task forces. No idea generated in the work-
shop should be lost; some of them will be appropriate for more than
one climate determinant.

Step 7: Prioritizing the Determinants. After all reports have been
presented, the participants complete their Prioritization Preference
Sheet and the results are tallied. While the tallying is in progress, the
workshop leader or the principal summarizes the major recommen-
dations made by the brainstorming groups and explains that the task
forces to be formed will use these ideas as a point of departure for
planning.

Prior to the workshop, the management team should agree on the
number of task forces to be formed. The participants are now ready
to form task forces.

Step 8: Obtaining Task Force Volunteers. Each participant receives
an index card and indicates on it which task force he or she would
like to join. Participation on a task force should be voluntary since it
involves a considerable time investment and many teachers already
may be committed fully to other school improvement activities. All
participants in the workshop are eligible to join a task force par-
ents, students, and support staff.

Once the cards have been collected and the task force groups are
formed, there is a brief meeting to determine the time and place of
each task force's first meeting. With appropriate concluding remarks
by the workshop leader, the workshop is then adjourned.

The brainstorming-prioritizing workshop is a key activity in the over-
all climate improvement process. If it has been well planned and effi-
ciently managed, it will contribute substantially to the cohesiveness
of the school. By focusing on climate determinants rather than specif-
ic problems, the workshop participants deal with the existing charac-
teristics of the school and thus are better prepared to investigate some
of the causes of a poor school climate.
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The management team may now proceed with confidence with the
organization of task forces, which can develop plans to improve the
school using specific suggestions that generally are viewed as promising.
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Chapter 6

Task Forces Go to Work
STEPS 6 AND 7

With the priorities for school climate improvement identified, the
task forces begin to plan and then undertake specific projects to im
prove the school's climate. This chapter will deal with how the task
forces are organized, how they plan and manage their work, and how
they evaluate their own effectiveness.

Role of the Task Force

A task force is a planning, working, and learning group not a study-
ing and recommending group. It is an action group; it does nut think
up things for others to do. It has accepted responsibility for planning
and implementing school improvement activities.

Short-term task forces may address specific problems, solve those
problems, and then disband. However, task forces usually are long-term
operations from two to four years because of the complex nature
of their tasks. The membership and objectives may change from year
to year, but the overall focus remains constant.

Task forces are delegated authority to carry out those activities speci
fied in the management team's charge statement (see Figure 6.1). In
a schoolwide climate improvement project, one task force is set up
for each determinant identified in the priority setting workshop. Some
task forces may be sponsored by the parents' association or by the
student council. Most, however, are sponsored by the faculty.
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Figure 6.1

Sample Charge Statement to a New Task Force

The

following:
Task Force is charged with accomplishing the

1. To study the recommendations made by the groups in the priority-
setting workshop and to develop objectives and activities consistent
with those recommendations.

2. To study and discuss other promising approaches for positively influenc-
ing the determinants and to develop objectives and activities consis-
tent with those approaches.

3. To agree on an overall improvement plan for the determinant.
4. To seek approval of the improvement plan from the management team.

5. Following approval, to implement the plan by giving specific task as-
signments and setting target dates.

6. To foster professional growth among all task force members so that
the group's impact on climate will be enhanced.

7. To report the task force's progress to the management team, the faculty,

parents, students, the superintendent's office, and the board of edu-
cation.

8. To recruit new talent to the task force if needed to achieve new ob-
jectives.

9. To replace non-functioning members of the task force if necessary.
10. To evaluate the task force's work in terms of its objectives and to re-

port this information to the management team and to other interested
parties.

11. To evaluate the effectiveness of the processes used by the task force
in decision making, problem solving, planning, and managing its work
and to modify its procedures in accordance with such evaluations.

12. To evaluate periodically the effectiveness of each of the task force's
school improvement projects so that each project can be improved at
each stage of its development.

Task Force Organization and Management

Members of the task force may be faculty, support staff, students,
parents, or community leaders anyone with talent and skills to con-
tribute to the project and who is willing to work. The original task force
should be small four to six members. Later, as the task force takes
on new duties, the membership may be expanded.

The task force leader is the key person in determining the task force's
effectiveness. The leader must be a good planner and expediter. Much
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of the expediting is done between meetings prior to the time that specif-
ic activities are planned and implemented. See Figure 6.2 for a sam-
ple job description for a task force leader.

Figure 6.2

Sample Job Description of Task Force Leader

1. To facilitate the task force's planning so that specific action plans are
developed.

2. To serve as the task force's representative on the management team.
3. To present the original action plan to the management team for approval

and to present changes to the plan when proposed.
4. To pruvide periodic progress reports to the management team and others

on the task force's accomplishments.

5. To expedite implementation of the action plan by encouraging task force

members to complete their assigned duties; also to monitor the time-
line so that planned activities occur on schedule.

6. To encourage professional growth of task force members by recommend-

ing appropriate readings and discussing ideas related to climate improve-

ment and by arranging visits to other schools where similar projects are
urrler way.

7. To encourage the expansion of the task force's action plan as mem-
bers become more skillful in distinguishing between less significant and
more significant improvement projects.

8. To be responsible to the management team and the principal for the
effectiveness of the task force's work.

An effective task force has an established meeting time and place.
Calendars should be checked to avoid schedule conflicts so that the
meetings are well attended. A member who must be absent should
contact the leader and provide a progress report if one is scheduled.
Also, absent members should contact the leader after the meeting for
a brief report of what happened. Most task forces meet monthly. A
sample agenda for a task force meeting is shown in Figure 6.3.

It is essential that each task force plan its work with each task force
member assigned a clearly defined responsibility. There should be no
free rides. The work plan should be flexible. As tasks are accomplished,
they are eliminated from the plan and new tasks are added as a result
of the group's ongoing planning activity. A planning sheet should be
prepared for each task force objective. See Figure 6.4 on page 42 for
a sample planning sheet.
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Figure 6.3

Sample Task Force Meeting Agenda

3:00 to 3:30 Professional Growth Time

Discussion of books, articles, research reports
Discuss visits to other schools
Hear presentation by an outside expert
Discussion of possible growth activities for the total faculty
or other task forces

3:30 to 4:00 Progress Reports

Each member reports on activities related to the action plan
4:00 to 4:20 Suggestions for New Activities to be Added to Action Plan
4:20 to 4:30 Formative Evaluation

Evaluation of effectiveness of activities comple:ed
Process observer's report on group's effectiveness

A portion of each meeting should be devoted to professional growth
activities. In fact, the work of the task force itself might well be the
basic vehicle for professional growth as well as for school improvement.

As a task force carries out its work, it may be necessary to add sub-
groups. For example, a task force chatted with improving communi-
cations may begin with a set of activities related to school-home com-
munications. Later a sub-group may be formed to deal with improving
communications among student cliques and another to deal with im-
proving student-teacher communications. With the addition of sub-
groups, the task force might invite new members whose talents would
contribute to the new objectives.

If possible, each task force should have a small budget to cover such
items as travel costs for visits to other schools, a small collection of
professional materials related to the task force's objectives, and other
materials needed to carry out its work. Some schools have established
a "School Improvement" line item in the existing budget to cover such
costs.

Task Force Evaluation

Ideally, each task force should undertake three kinds of evaluation:

1. Evaluation of the task force's impact in carrying out its objectives;
2. Evaluation of the processes the task force has used in making

decisions, solving problems, developing its plans, and managing
its work; and
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3. Formative evaluation designed to improve the effectiveness of
the task force's projects at each stage of their development.

Most task forces will require assistance from an outside consultant
in order to design their evaluation procedures. Such assistance may
be available from the school district central office or from a nearby
university.

Evaluating the impact of the task force's work requires more formal
procedures involving collection and analysis of data. Process and for-
mative evaluation is primarily for the task force's own use, to help it

Figure

Sample Task Force

Objective: Improve communications
vide each pupil with faculty support
decision making.

Responsibility: Jim Hanson

Assisted by: Marie Davis, Jo Ann Brown,

Activities

6.4

Plan of Work

between teachers and
in personal problem

Bill Buckner,

Targe: Date

pupils and pro-

solving and

Harold Jensen

Responsibility

1. Provide task force members
with information regarding suc-
cessful programs

ongoing Jim

2. Organize visits to other schools Sept. 20
Oct. 15
Nov. 15

Bill

3. Design pilot project for Jeffer-
son High School

Dec. 1 Harold and
total task

force

4. Design evaluation plan for pilot
project

Dec. 1 Jo Ann

5. Plan and conduct inservice
sessions for pilot project
advisors

Oct. 15
Nov. 15

Dec. 5 and
ongoins

Marie

6. Keep faculty, parents, and stu-
dents informed of projects

ongoing Jim and Marie
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improve its own effectiveness. Some task forces have found it helpful
to use a process observer whose responsibility is to make suggestions
for improving the task force's effectiveness. Figure 6.5 is a checklist
a process observer can use for observing how task force members work
together as a group.

Figure 6.5

Process Observer Checklist

This checklist can be used by the process observer to record the group
interaction during a task force meeting. It is recommended that the last
10 minutes of each meeting be reserved for the process observer to lead
a discussion on ways the task force can improve its own effectiveness.

I . To what extent were participants involved in the meeting?
Were there any who did not participate?
Did a few dominate the discussion?

2. To what extent were the following kinds of behavior observed?
Information sharing
Supporting comments
Reflecting
Interpreting
Comments seeking further information or clarification
Sharing of feelings or emotions
Group facilitating comments
Blocking maneuvers
Speech making for ego satisfaction

3. To what extent did the task force leader structure the meeting and facili-
tate the agenda?

4 . To what extent were the communication lines one way between the leader
and the participants as opposed to participants communicating with each
other?

5. Did the discussion stick to the subject? Was it necessary for the leader
to pull the group back to discussing the subject?

6. Were any de&sions made? If so, what decision-making process was
used?

7. Does any one individual dominate the group?
8. Does the group exhibit active listening by focusing on what is said?

This checklist was developed by Eugene R. Howard of the Colorado
Department of Education for use by the Colorado League of Schools for
Climate Improvement.

Task forces are the organizational structure that makes change
manageable and climate improvement achievable. They providea struc-
ture for staff, student, and community involvement in the complex task
of making a school accommodate human needs. The task forces de-
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velop pride, ownership, and cohesiveness in a school. Mary Lou Zarlen
go, the principal quoted at the beginning of Chapter 1, has nine task
forces working on school improvement in her school, which involve
every teacher and dozens of parents. Their work is coordinated by a
management team of parents and staff. Comments Ms. Zarlengo;

A school organized for systematic change is very different from
a school organized for maintaining the status quo. It looks differ.
ent; it functions differently; it feels different.
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Chapter 7

Evaluating the Impact of School
Climate Improvement
STEP 8

This chapter shows how the impact of the school's climate improve-
ment efforts can be measured and reported, using examples from three
school climate projects. Impact is measured in terms of what happens,
over time, to the climate symptoms selected for documentation with
baseline data (Step 2). Impact is reported in terms of the underlying
assumptions defined when baseline data were collected. For example,
if in a given project the assumption is that as climate improves pupils
will learn more, then two questions relatedto this assumption for meas
uring impact might be: 1) Did the climate of our school improve over
time? and 2) Are students learning more?

The extent to which climate is improved can be documented by us
ing the CFK, Ltd., Profile, Part A. The extent to which students are learn-
ing more can be documented through a longitudinal analysis of test
scores, through an analysis of the percentage of students earning high
grades (As and Bs), or through a decline in the percentage of retentions.

Kiyo Yamata, an elementary principal in Colorado Springs, did a lon-
gitudinal study using the Iowa Test of Basic Skills reading scores over
a five-year period to document the impact of his climate improvement
project. Longitudinal studies in schools with substantial turnover of
students is difficult, but not impossible, if one uses the scores only of
pupils who have been enrolled in the school for two or more years.

In reporttog the impact of climate improvement on learning, some
schools disaggregated their data to show achievement trends for
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pupils from low-income families as compared to pupils from higher-
income families. Thomas Currie, principal of a K7 elementary school
serving a low-income area in rural \Vest Virginia, prepared his climate
report by showing baseline data, the interventions used, and the out
comes achieved, but also by disaggregating the student achievement
data in reading by low-income and higherincome families.

Using the disaggregated data, Currie was able to show that in 1981.82,
10% of the low-income thirdgraders scored in the lowest quartile. By
1983.84 none of these former thirdgraders was in the lowest quartile.
Similar gains were documented in the sixthgraders' scores. Also, the
percentage of low-income pupils declined in the second quartile and
increased in the top two quartiles. During the same period, the per.
centage of higherineolgie pupils in the top two quartiles also increased.
Thus the gains made by low income pupils apparently were not made
at the expense of those from higherincome families.

In his impact report Currie describes 27 interventions that he be-
lieves contributed to the overall improvement of the school's quality.
Some interventions used findings from effective schools research;
others reflected climate improvement efforts. Some examples of in
terventions used were:

Assessing student progress every three weeks and reporting to
parents.
Enforcing promotion and retention policy.
Using the Assertive Discipline code with parent notifications.
Increasing attendance monitoring and parent notifications.
Eliminating ability grouping.
Forming a school climate improvement team.
Using peer observations.
Improving staff evaluations.

Using baseline data, Currie was able to document the following im
provements in his climate impact report:

Pupil attendance increased from 90% to 93%.
Discipline referrals declined from 553 to 187 in one year.
Vandalism stoppf-A.
Teacher attendance increased from 96% to 97.1%.
Internal and external suspensions increased initially but then
declined.

The Pennsylvania Climate Improvement Project, a pilot project in
two schools sponsored by the Pennsylvania Department of Education
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and the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency,
documented improvement in climate factors and determinants by us
ing the CFK, Ltd., Profile, Parts A, B, C, and D, and improvements in
conditions supportive of teaching by using the Pennsylvania Educa
tional Quality Assessment. Symptoms of quality documented from
school records included:

Dropout rate for School Two decreased by 19%; School One had
no dropouts in either year of the study.
Suspensions in School One decreased by 37%; in School Two by
17%.

Class cutting was reduced by 53% in School One and almost 100%
in School Two.
Attendance of both students and staff improved in both schools.
Delinquency figures showed a reduction in offenses and fewer ar-
rests, thus confirming an initial assumption that there is a rein.
tionship between school climate and delinquent behavior outside
the school The number of repeat offenders was reduced by 44%.

Interve 'dons included expansion of active learniug; expansion of the
rewards system; increased student, parent, and staff involvement in
decision making, planning, and school improvement projects; improve.
ments in the physical environment in School One; an inschool sus.
pension program; and :higher academic standards.

The three examples of climate impact studies described above rep.
resent correlational evaluation. One cannot claim that a more posi
tive climate caused gains in achievement or improved attendance or
reduction in suspensions. Causality can be determined only if varia
bles are carefully controlled. That is too complex and costly a process
for most schools to undertake.

Nevertheless, correlational data can be convincing if the assumptions
underlying the project interventions have been made clear from the
beginning. By stating these assumptions and by collecting ample base.
line data, those responsible for carrying out the school climate study
will be in a much better position to assess the impact of the interven
tions and to document the outcomes.
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Chapter 8

Why Do It?

One of the authors (Howard) recently met a teacher from a junior
high school where he had served as a consultant. Three years ago this
school had completed its assessment and initiated three climate im-
provement task forces.

"How is the climate in your school now?" he asked.
"It's godawful," the teacher responded. "Most of us just go into our

classrooms, close `.e door, teach our classes, and go home at three
o'clock."

"I'm sorry to hear that," he said, "but what happened to the plans
your task forces made? What happened to your climate improvement
project?"

"Well," she said, "The task forces did some good work for a while,
then our principal was transferred. Our new principal didn't support
the project. I guess he had ideas of his own."

For a consultant who, only three years ago, had spent a lot of time
and effort on this school's improvement project, hearing this bad news
was disheartening. But it illustrates how critical the role of the prin-
cipal is for maintaining the momentum of a climate project. The good
news, however, is that this does not usually happen. In schools that
follow the eightstep process, positive results consistently occur. The
unsuccessful projects have typically occurred in schools with weak of
unstable leadership, or where task forces were not provided with ade-
quate support or encouragement.
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Whs. are some of the characteristics of thc,se schools that have
launched successful projects?

1. They are cohesive places. People know what their school stands
for. In such schools the people communicate with one another, respect
one another, and work with one another for school improvement.

2. They are caring places. People in such schools care about one an
other and the school as an institution. People feel a Eanse of pride and
ownership that comes from their having a role in making the school
a better place.

3. They are places that serve human needs. Procedures, niles, regu-
lations, and policies serve the people in the schools.

Following are some examples of what happens in schools that have
done climate studies:

An elementary principal reports that the percentage of pupils achiev-
ing in the lowest quartile in reading has declined by almost 100% over
three years. The same principal reports that discipline referrals to the
office decreased from 553 to 187 in one year.

A custodian tells a principal, "In other schools where I have worked
the cafeteria was always a mess after lunch hour. Here he children
clean up after themselves. Why is that?"

A principal calls the consultant and says, "We now have over half
of our teachers working on school improvement task forces. Morale
has never been higher. I've never worked with a faculty with such a
positive attitude."

A state department official reports that his state's pilot projects,
funded from delinquency prevention grants, have resulted in higher
achievement, fewer discipline problems, and a lowered delinquency
rate. For the first time there is data that suggest that a positive school
climate affects the attitudes and behavior of youth in the community
as well as in the school.

A superintendent of a large district in a Western state reports that
his districtwide climate project has been recognized as exemplary by
the state superintendent of public instruction. The superintendent and
his staff are now helping other school districts design climate improve-
ment projects. "We are proving," he says, "that pupils learn more in
schools with positive climates."

A high school principal reports a sharply reduced failure rate, an in-
crease in the percentage of honor students, and a reduced dropout rate.
"These things happened," he says, "because our school's climate
improved."
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A California high school that had lost its accreditation because of
the poor quality of its programs initiated a climate improvement pro-
ject. Th!..:e years later the school was recognized by the state for its
high achievement.

The examples above and several other case studies are documented
in School Climate Improvement: Leadership and Process (1986) by
Eugene R. Howard, published by CADRE Publications Center, 1125
Moline St., Aurora, CO 80010.

We now have had enough experience with climate improvement to
believe that nothing of substance improves until the school's climate
does. How people feel about their school can either facilitate or sabo-
tage change. School improvement is fueled by people's emotions. As
the climate of the school becomes more positive, discipline problems,
vandalism, and violence subside; attendance and achievement improve;
the number of dropouts declines; people smile more, are more respect-
ful and helpful to others, and assume more responsibility for the well-
being of the school. This is why we do it.
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Appendices

The Appendices include all the instruments for conducting school
climate studies referred to in this text. A brief description of each in-
strument is provided below.

All of these instruments are copyrighted, but any purchaser of
this book may reproduce them for use in school climate studies
or for other purposes. Written permission is not required. How-
ever, they are not to be reproduced for resale to others.

Appendix A, Rate Your School's Climate, is a short version of the
CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile. It can be used to familiarize a school
staff with the components of school climate or for graduate students
in a seminar on school evaluation or school improvement. It provides
only a rough measure of school climate and is not intended as a sub-
stitute for the complete CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile.

Appendix B is the complete CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile, which
has been used widely in school climate studies for several years. It pro-
vides an assessment of people's perceptions of what are and what
should be the positive climate factors and determinants in a school,
and thus helps a school staff decide what should be the priorities for
imp 'ovement projects. It also serves as a benchmark against which
a school can measure climate change. It takes from 20 to 25 minutes
to administer the instrument.

Data generated from this instrument will be more valid if collected
from those who view the school from different perspectives. Thus

1
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teachers, administrators, support staff, students, and parents should be
invited to fill out the instrument.

Analysis of the data from this instrument car. identify positive and
negative climate factors, discrepaicies in climate factors between what
is and what should be, and discrepancies in perceptions among the
various groups filling out the instrument. Such analyses can be used
for determining what improvement projects should be undertaken and
for investigating reasons for the discrepancies.

Appendix C includes Mini-Audits 1 and 2. They were developed by
Eugene Howard and were originally published in 1980 by the Associa-
tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development. Although based on
the CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile, these two mini-audits are differ-
ent in that they were designed to assess school climate in terms of
specific activities, programs, or practices that have been identified as
being helpful in improving school climate. These instruments may be
modified by adding activities, programs, or practices unique to a par-
ticular school. Mini-Audit 1 deals with activities and projects that af-
fect school climate positively. Mini-Audit 2 deals with the process and
material determinants of school climate.

Appendix D is the Brainstorming and Prioritizing Activity Instruc-
tion Sheet. It includes the rules for brainstorming and instructions for
the group leader in carrying out the prioritizing activity. It was origi-
nally published in School Climate Improvement. A Staff Development
Kit distributed by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum De-
velopment. Copyright C, 1980 by ASCD. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix A

Rate Your School's Climate

School Climate Factors

To what extent is this
factor a strength or
weakness of your
school?

Very
Strong

Somewhat
Strong

Somewhat
Weak

Very
Weak

Respect

Trust

High Morale

Opportunities for Input

Continuous Academic
and Social Growth

Cohesiveness

School Renewal

Caring

School Climate Determinants

To what extent is this
determinant a strength
or weakness of your
school?

very
Strong

Somewhat
Strong

Somewhat
Weak

Very
Weak

Program Determinants

Opportunities for
Active Learning

Individualized
Performance
Expectations
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Varied Learning
Environments

Flexible Curriculum
and Extracurricular
Activities

Support and Structure
Appropriate to Learner's
Maturity

Rules Cooperatively
Determined

Varied Reward Systems

Process Determinants

ProblemSolving Ability

Improvement of School
Goals

identifying and Working
with Conflicts

Effective
Communications

Involvement in
Decision Making

Autonomy with
Accountability

Effective Tenching-
' earning Strategies

Ability to Plan
for the Future

Material Determinants

Adequate Resources

Supportive and Efficient
Logistical System

Suitability of
School Plant
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Appendix B
The CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile

Purpose

This instrument gives you an opportunity to express your feelings
about many aspects of your school's climate. Although it may not in-
clude every item you consider important in your school, it does pro-
vide an overall assessment of a school's climate. The instrument has
four parts, covering 26 climate categories with five items for each cat-
egory. The ratings for the various items in Parts A, B, C, and D of this
instrument will help in deciding which climate factors should be looked
at more intensively wher engaging in school improvement projects.

Directions

1. Check the category you fall under:
. Teacher _ Parent_ Other professional staff _ Administrator in

Secretary, custodian, or this school
other support staff __ Administrator in
Student central office

2. Read each item thoughtfully and indicate a rating under both the
"What Is" column and the "What Should Be" column. Use the fol-
lowing scale to indicate your rating for each item in both columns:

1 Almost Never
2 Occasionally
3 Frequently
4 Almost Always

3. In the box at the bottom of each of the 26 sections, total your score.
Your lowest possible score for each section would be 5; the highest
20.
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Part A
General Climate Factors

What Is:
Iv nat

Should Be:

Respect:

1. In this school even low achieving stu-
dents are respected.

2. Teachers treat students as persons.

3. Parents are considered by this school
as important collaborators.

4. Teachers from one subject area or
grade level respect those from other
subject areas.

5. Teachers in this school are proud to be
teachers.

Total

Trust:

1. Students feel that teachers are "on
their side."

2. While we don't always agree, we can
share our concerns with each other
openly.

3. Our principal is a good spokesperson
for our interests and needs before the
superintendent and the board.

4. Students ,lan count on teachers to lis-
ten to their side of the story and to be
fair.

5. Teachers trust students to use good
judgment.

Total I 1

High Morale:

1. This school makes students enthusias-
tic about learning.
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2. Teachers feel pride in this school and
in its students.

3. Attendance is good; students stay away
only for urgent and good reasons.

4. Parents, teachers, and students would
rise to the defense of this school's pro-
gram if it 'vere challenged.

5. I like working in this school.

Total 1

Opportunity for Input:

1. I feel that my ideas are listened to and
used in this school.

2. When important decisions are made
about the programs in this school, I,
personally, have heard about the plan
beforehand and have been involved in
some of the discussions.

3. Important decisions are made in this
school by a governing council with
representation from students, faculty,
and administration.

4. While I obviously can't have a vote on
every decision that is made in this
school that affects me, I do feel that I
can have some important input into
that decision.

5. When all is said and done, I feel that
I count in this school.

Total 1 r

Continuous Academic old
Social Growth:

1. The teachers are "alive"; they are inter-
ested in life around them; they are do
ing interesting things outside of school.

2. Teachers in this school are "out in
front," seeking better ways of teaching
and learning.
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3. Students feel that the school program
is meaningful and relevant to their
present and future needs.

4. The principal is growing and learning,
too. He or she is seeking new ideas.

5. The school supports parent growth.
Regular opportunities are provided for
parents to be involved in learning ac-
tivities and in examining new ideas.

Total 1

Cohesiveness:

1. Students would rather attend this
school than transfer to another.

2. There is a "we" spirit in this school.

3. Administration and teachers col-
laborate toward making the school run
effectively; there is little administrator-
teacher tension.

4. Differences between individuals and
groups (both faculty and students) are
considered to contribute to the rich-
ness of the school, not as divisive in-
fluences.

5. New students and faculty members are
made to feel welcome and part of the
group.

Total r 1 1

School Renewal:

1. When a problem comes up, this school
has procedures for working on it prob-
lems are seen as normal challenges,
not as "rocking the boat."

2. Teachers are encouraged to innovate
in their classroom rather than to
conform.
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3. When a student comes along who has
special problems, this school works out
a plan that helps that student.

4. Students are encouraged to be creative
rather than to conform.

5. Careful effort is made, when new pro.
grams are introduced, to adapt them to
the particular needs of this communi
ty and this school.

Total

Caring:

1. There is someone in this school that I
can always count on.

2. The principal really cares about
students.

3. I think people in this school care about
me as a person and are concerned
about more than just how well I per.
form my role at school.

4. I feel wanted and needed in this school

5. Most people at this school are kind.

Total l

Part B
Program Determinants

What Is:
wnat

Should Be:

Active Learning:

1. Required textbooks and curriculum
guides support rather than limit crea
tive teaching and learning in our
school.

2. Students help to decide learning ob.
jectives.
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3. Opportunities are provided under
school guidance to do something with
what is learned.

4. Teachers are actively learning, too.

5. This school's program stimulates crea
tive thought and expression.

Total

Individualized Performance
Expectations:

1. Each student's special abilities (in.
tellectual, artistic, social, or manual)
are challenged.

2. Teachers use a wide range of teaching
materials and media.

3. The same homework assignment is not
given to all students in the class.

4. All students are not held to the same
standards.

5. Teachers know students as individuals.

Total

Varied Learning Environments:

1. Many opportunities are provided for
learning in individual and smallgroup
settings, as well as in total classroom
groups.

2. Students have an opportunity to
choose assiciations with teacher:;
whose teaching styles are supportive of
students' learning styles.

3. Teachers use a wide range of teaching
materials and media.

4. The school program extends to settings
beyond the school building for most
students.
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5. Teachers and administrators have
planned individualized inscrvice educa-
tion programs to support their own
growth.

Total

Flexible Curriculum and
Extracurricular Activities:

1. The school's program is appropriate for
ethnic and minority groups.

2. Teachers experiment with innovative
programs.

3. Students are given alternative ways of
meeting curriculum requirements.

4. Teachers are known to modify their
lesson plans on the basis of student sug-
gestions.

5. Extracurricular activities appeal to
each of the various subgroups of
students.

Total 1

Support and Structure Appropriate
to Learners' Maturity:

1. The school's program encourages stu-
dents to develop self-discipline and in
itiative.

2. The needs of a few students for close
supervision and high structure are met
without making those students feel
"put down."

3. The administration is supportive of
students.

4. The administration is supportive of
teachers.

5. Faculty and staff want to help every
student learn.

Total
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Rules Cooperatively Determined:

1. The school operates under a set of
rules that were worked out with stu
dents, teachers, parents, and adminis-
tration all participating.

2. Rules are few and simple.
3. Teachers and their students together

work out rules governing behavior in
the classroom.

4. Discipline (punishment) when given is
fair and related to violations of agreed-
on rules.

5. Most students and staff members obey
the school's rules.

Total I

Varied Reward Systems:

1. The grading system rewards students
for their effort as related to their ability.

2. Students know the criteria used to
evaluate their progress.

3. Teachers are rewarded for exception-
ally good teaching.

4. The principal is aware of and lets staff
and students know when they have
done something particularly well.

5. Most students get positive feedback
from faculty and staff.

Total I J

Part C
Process Determinants

What Is:
wnaL

Should Be:

ProblemSolving Ability:

1. Problems in this school arc recognized
and worked on openly and are not al-
lowed to slide.
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2. If I have a schoolrelated problem, I feel
there are channels open to me to get
the problem worked on.

3. People in this schon: do a good job of
examining a lot of alternative solutions
first, before deciding to try one.

4. Ideas from various ethnic and minori-
ty groups are sought in problem-
solving efforts.

5. People in this school solve problems;
they don't just talk about them.

Total

Improvement of School Goals:

1. This school has set some goals as a
school for this year and I know about
them

2. I have set some personal goals for this
year related to school, and I have
shared these goals with someone else.

3. Community involvement is sought in
developing the school's goals.

4. The goals of this school are used to pro.
vide direction for programs.

5. The goals of this school are reviewed
and updated.

Total r 1

Identifying and Working with
Conflicts:

1. In this school people with ideas or
values different from the commonly ac-
cepted ones get a chance to be heard.

2. There are procedures open to me for
going to a higher authority if a decision
has been made that seems unfair.

3. This school believes there may be
several alternative solutions to most
problems.
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4. In this school the principal tries to deal
with conflict constructively, not just
"keep the lid on."

5. When we have conflicts in this school,
their resolution is constructive, not de-
structive.

Tt.:al I I

Effective Communications:

1. Teachers feel free to communicate
with the principal.

2. I feel the teachers are friendly and easy
to talk to.

3. The principal talks with us frankly and
openly.

4. Teachers are available to students who
want help.

5. There is communication in our school
between different groups older
teachers and younger ones, welltodo
students and poorer ones, black par-
ents and white parents, etc.

Total

Involvement in Decision Making:

1. Teachers help in selection of new staff
rrembe..s.

2. Parents help to decide about new
school programs.

3. Decisions that affect this school are
made by the superintendent and the
central staff only after opportunity has
been provided for discussion and input
from the school's principal, staff, and
students.

4. I have influence on the decisions with-
in the school that directly affect me.
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5. The student government makes impor-
tant decisions.

Total 1

Autonomy with Accountability:

1. Teachers, students, and parents help to
evaluate this school's program.

2. Teacher evaluation is used in improv-
ing teacher performance.

3. Teachers or students can arrange to
deviate from the prescribed program
of the school.

4. The principal encourages experimen-
tation in teaching.

5. Teachers are held accountable in this
school for providing learning opportu-
nities for each of their students.

Total 1

Effective Teaching-Learning Strategies:

1. The teachers in this school know how
to teach as well as what to teach.

2. When one teaching strategy does not
seem to be working fo: a particular stu-
dent, the teacher tries another and
does not blame the student for the ini-
tial failure.

3. This community supports new and in-
novative teaching tec":niques.

4. Inservice education programs available
to teachers in this building help them
keep up-to-date on the best teaching
strategies.

5. The school systematically encourages
students to help other students with
their learning activities.

Total 1
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Ability to Plan for the Future:

1. In this school we keep "looking ahead";
we don't spend all our time "putting
out fires."

2. Our principal is an "idea" person.

3. Parents and community leaders have
opportunities to work with school offi-
cials at least once a year on "things
we'd like to see happening in our
school."

4. Some of the programs in our school are
termed "experimental."

5. Our school is ahead of the times.

Total I-1

Part D
Material Determinants

What Is:
What

Should Be:

Adequate Resources:

1. There is sufficient staff in this school
to meet the needs of its studeuts.

2. The instructional materials are ade-
quate for our school program.

3. Curriculum materials used in this
school give appropriate emphasis and
accurate facts regarding ethnic and
minority group:, and sex roles.

4. Resources are provided so that stu-
dents can take advantage of learning
opportunities in the community
through field trips, work-study arrange.
ments, etc.
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5. Current teacher salaries in this com-
munity give fair recognition of the lev-
el of professional service rendered by
teachers to the community.

Total

Supportive and Efficient Logistical
System:

1. Teachers and students are able to get
the instructional materials they need
at the time they are needed.

2. This school provides opportunities for
teachers to recommend and make
judgments about priorities for
resources needed in their program at
budget time.

3. The support system of this school
fosters creative and effective teach-
ing/learning opportunities rather than
hinders them.

4. Necessary materials and supplies for
learning experiences are readily avail-
able as needed.

5. Simple non-time-consuming proce-
dures exist for the acquisition and use
of resources.

Total r = l

Suitability of School Plant:

1. It is pleasant to be in this building; it
is kept clean an .1 in good repair.

2. This school building has the space and
physical arrangements needed to con-
duct the kinds of programs we have.

3. Students and staff are proud of their
school plant and help to keep it at-
tractive.
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4. The grounds are attractive and provide
adequate space for physical and recrea-
tional activities.

5. School plant has appropriate facilities
to carry out the curriculum goals.

Total 1 1

Directions for Summarizing Data
on the CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile

1. Separate questionnaires by role group (teachers, administrators, par-
ents, students, etc.).

2. Compute sum of ratings given by e'leh respondent for each catego-
ry. Since there are five items pe. .:ategory, the maximum score
would b2 20, the minimum score 5.

3. Write this score in the box provided after item five in each catego-
ry, both for "What Is" and for "What Should Be."

4. Since there is usually more than one respondent for each role group,
compute the mean score for each category by adding all the scores
for each category and dividing by the number of respondents. For
example, suppose there are nine teacher questionnaires. Their
scores on the General Climate Factor of "Respect" are as follows:

Teacher
"What Is"

Score
"What Should Be"

Score
1 15 19
2 13 20
3 18 20
4 18 20
5 11 18
6 17 20
7 14 20
8 12 19
9 15 19

9/133 9/175
14.8 19.4



5. Plot these mean scores (14.8 and 19.4) on the summary fcrm us-
ing a solid black line for the "What Is" scores and a colored or broken
line for the "What Should Be" scores. (See how to plot scores on
sample summary form on page 70.)

6. Then compute in a similar manner the mean score for the other
climate factors and plot them on the summary form as in Step 5.

7. Use a different summary form for each role group.
8. Later you may want to compare responses of particular role groups

by plotting them on the same summary form, or by converting the
summary into a transparency and superimposing the data for the
two role groups one on the other.

9. It may be useful to summarize the data from all the role group
respondents into one grand summary form. This will give a total
picture of the school's climate. If the six role groups included 300
students, 50 teachers, 60 parents, 7 other staff, 4 building adminis-
trators, and 3 central office administrators, you could make the sum-
mary form by averaging the mean scores of each of these role
groups, totaling their mean scores, and dividing by 6.

For example, using the general climate factor of "Respect" for
"What Is," the mean scores for the six groups and the mean of all
the groups can be computed as follows:

Role Ciroup Mean "What Is" Sc c es
1. Students 12.2
2. Teachers 15.4
3. Parents 12.3
4. Other staff 15.0
5. Building administrators 18.0
6. Central office administrators 17.2

6/90.1

15.0

This mean score of 15.0 for "What Is" with regard to "Respect" could
then be plotted on the grand summary form.

The summary form on page 71 can be used to plot mean scores of
various role group respondents for all climate factors and determinants.
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Sample Summary Form
CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile

General Climate Factors

For School

Based on data summarized from _ respondents.
(State role group)

A. General Climate Factors

1. Respect
2. Trust
3. High Morale
4. Opportunities for Input
5. Continuo;Is Academic and Social

Growth
6. Cohesiveness
7. School Renewal
8. Caring

Almost
Never
5

Occasionally
10

Frequently
15

Almost
Always

20

Note: Solid line indicates mean "What Is" scores. Broken line indicates mean "What Shutt la Be" scores.
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Summary Form of the CFK, Ltd., School Climate Profile

School.

Based on data summarized from respondents.
(State role group)

A. General Climate Factors

Almost
Never Occas;onally
5 10

Almost
Frequently Always

15 20
1. Respect
2. Trust
3. High Morale
4. Opportunities for Input
5. Continuous Academic and

Social Growth
6. Cohesiveness
7. School Renewal
8. Caring

B. Program Determinants
I1. Opportunities for Active

Learning
2. Individualized Performance

Expectations
3. Varied Learning Environments
4. Flexible Curriculum and

Extracurricular Activities
5. Support and Structure Appro.

priate to Learner's Maturity
6. Rules Cooperatively

Determined
7. Varied Reward Systems

C. Process Determinants
1. ProblemSolving Ability
2. Improvement of School Goals
3. Identifying and Working with

Conflicts
4. Effective Communications
5. Involvement in Decision

Makin

6. Autonomy with Accountability
7. Effective TeachingLearning

Strategies
8. Abilit to Plan for the Future

D. Material Determinants
1. Adequate Resources
2. Supportive and Efficient

Logistical System
3. Suitability of School Plant
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Appendix C
Mini-Audit #1 and Mini-Audit #2

ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS
FOR CLIMATE IMPROVEMENT

by Eugene Howard

General Information for Using Mini-Audits #1 and #2

MiniAudit #1, designed to assess the program determinants of a
school, will assist faculties and other leaders in identifying climate im-
provement priorities in the school and stimulate thoughtful discussion
regarding activities, projects, and programs that affect a school's cli-
mate. Mini-Audit #2 assesses the process and material determinants
of a school. Neither instrument is appropriate for research nor for com
parison of one school with another.

The purpose of the miniaudit is to provide a faculty with a climate
profile of a school. From this profile the faculty can identify some de-
terminants that are strong and others that are comparatively weak.
Activities, programs, and projects can then be designed to strengthen
those determinants seen by the faculty as being potentially the most
influential in improving the school's climate.

Respondents to the mini-audits may be staff members, mature, in-
formed students, or parents who are well - acquainted with the school's
programs and activities. It would not, however, be appropriate to ask
people who have little knowledge of the school to complete the forms.
For this reason we do not recommend giving the forms to all students
or all parents.

Unlike other instruments, the two mini-audits are designed to assess
the climate of a school in terms of specific activities, programs, and
practices under way. The activities, programs, and practices identified

Copyright © 1980, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Reproduced with permission. These instruments may be used by purchasers
of this book for their own purposes. However, the instruments are not to be
reproduced for rt.ale.
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are those that have been most often reported as being helpful in im-
proving school climate.

These instruments are for your school. You may (and should) modi-
fy them by adding any activities, programs, or practices unique to your
school, or change the wording of individual items to make them ap-
propriate for your school. Do not drop items from the instrument sim
ply because your school is not implementing the activity. Dropping
such items might deprive you of important information regarding your
faculty's attitude about new ideas you may wish to consider.

Some repetition of audit items may be noted. This repetition occurs
because some activities, projects, and programs will, if working well,
have an impact on more than one climate determinant.

Directions

What kinds of activities and projects are already under way in your
school and are having a positive effect on your school's climate? The
miniaudits are designed to help you define as many as possible. The
miniaudits consist of a list of the most commonly identified activities
and projects that relate to the various climate determinants.

Please rate each item on the basis of "What Is" (the extent to which
the activity takes place in your school) and "What Should Be" (the
extent to which you believe such an activity would influence your
school's climate in a positive manner if it were operating well). Re-
spend using the rating scale in the two boxes below.

What Is: the extent to which the activity takes place in your school.
1 = does nut take place in this school.
2 = is in a beginning state of development. It operates on a very limited

basis.

3 = is operating well but on a limited basis.
4 = is operating well on a schoolwide basis affecting most students in

the school.

What Should Be: the extent to which the activity would influence the
climate of the school positively if it were operating well on a school.
wide basis.

1 = would influence the school's climate negatively or not at all.
2 = would have a very limited positive effect on the school's climate.
3 = would have a positive effect on the school's climate.
4 = would have a very positive effect on the school's climate.
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I am a: teacher
other professional staff
administrator
student
parent

Mini Audit #1 Program Determinants

What
A. Active Learning What Is SI.7nuld Be

1. Use of manipulative materials in the
classroom: models, machines, scales, live
plants, measuring devices, scientific appara-
tus, blocks or rods for learning math, pho-
tographic and recording equipment. 1. 1 ____
2. Learning centers: areas within class-
rooms, laboratories, or media centers espe-
cially designed for learning activities such
as creative writing, experimenting, dramat-
ics, or learning games. 2. 2

3. Use of the community as a classroom for
active learning: interviewing, surveying
opinions within the family or among neigh-
bors, growing and observing plants or
animals, field trips, learning projects in
museums, attending concerts or art exhibits.
For older pupils internships in business
or public: agencies, work-study programs,
community based independent study
programs. 3 ______ 3

4. Outdoor education activities related to
regular inschool work: nature walks, super-
vised hiking, camping, map reading, collect-
ing natural objects. For older pupils
outward boundtype programs, backpacking,
conservation and science study, geological
or archeological field trips. 4 4

5. Project work in school: designing and
constructing useful things, making models,
charts, maps, ;earning games, research
projects, participating in school improve-
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ment projects, building science fairtype
projects, inschool independent study
projects. 5. ______ 5

6. Use of games and simulations in the
classroom. 6. _ 6 _
7. Integration of the arts into the cur-
riculum. 7 _____ 7

8. Multiculural active learning experiences:
learning songs and dances of other cultures,
learning words and phrases of other lan-
guages, eating food of other cultures, writ
ing to pen pals, student exchange programs,
videotape and art exchange programs,
schoolsponsored foreign travel.

9.

10.

Total

Mean Score

8. .____ 8

9 9 _.._
10. ______ 10 .___

B. Individualized Performance What
Expectations/Varied Reward Systems What Is Should Be

1. Continuous progress curricula: students
progress through the established curriculum
at a rate appropriate to their ability and
maturity. Performance expectations for
pupils determined by ability and maturity. 1. 1 ______

2. Differentiated assignments: all students
in the same class or learning group are not
necessarily given the same assignments. As-
signments vary depending on the student
ability, interest, maturity, and previous
achievement. 2 2.

3. Learning contracts and independent
Study projects: plans for learning activities
are in some cases mutually developed by
learners and teachers. Performance expec-
tations may be defined and agreedon be-
tween the teacher and learner. In some
cases, pupils contract for a grade (agree to
complete certain activities or reach an
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agreedon level of competence in exchange
for a specified grade).

4. Modifications of the grading system to re
duce the negative effects of failure and over
competition: replacing or supplementing
grades with lists of competencies demon-
strated.

5. Expansion of the formal rewards system
so that all students have an opportunity to
be formally recognized by the school: ex
panding the honor roll to recognize nin-1
than academic achievement, "Student ofthe
Week" recognition programs, "Thank-you
grams" (notes thanking people for helping
others), positive telephone calls home, re-
ward buttons or pencils for work well done.

6.

7.

Total

Mean Score

3 3

4. _____ 4 _

5.

6.

7. _
C. Varied Learning Environments, and
Flexible Curriculum and Extracurricular What
Activities What Is Should Be

1. Learning environments outside the
school: students are Oren assignments to
be completed by using home or communi-
ty resources; students initiate learning ac
tivitic3 to utilize outofschool resources.
(Examples of out-olschool learning environ-
ments are home garden, farm, library, muse
um, concert hall, theater, office, factory,
family trip, national park, bank, department
store, or airport.) 1. ____ 1 _
2. Conventional classrooms modified so
that a variety of learning environments is
available within the room: the room offers
a reading corner, an active learning center,
an audiovisual area, and an independent
study area; the room is designed for flexibili
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ty so that areas can be used for a variety of
purposes. 2. 2

3. A variety of types of learning areas avail-
able within the school: diagnostic and
prescriptive learning areas, reading or lan-
guage skills laboratories, media centers,
areas designed for active lev.ning, large-
group instruction areas, areas designed for
counseling, smallgroup work, and one-to-
one teaching.

4. Opportunities for independent study: stu
dents, with teacher assistance, initiate, plan,
and evaluate their own leariing activities.
Younger students are taught to assume re-
sponsibility for their own learning in accor
dance with their maturity.

5. Continuous progress curricula: students
proceed through the established curriculum
at an appropriate rate, and learning activi-
ties vary in accordance with the student's
maturity and ability.

6. Career education programs, integrating
career-related activities into the regular cur-
riculum: students learn practical applica-
tions for academic skills and concepts, older
pupils concentrate on careers of interest to
them.

7. Artist or poet in the school programs.

8. The use of community resource persons
to enrich the curriculum.

9. Special events cooperatively planned
with community members and communi-
ty organize ns: community-school "in-
terest days," art fairs, career days, "activities
days," Junior Achievement activities,
community-school service clubs.

10. Gifted and talented programs with
learning -.ivities especially planned for
pupils with exceptional abilities in a varie-
ty of areas: academic achievement, fine and
performing arts, leadership. includes ad-
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4. 4

5. 5

6. 6.

7. 7

8. 8.

9. 9
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vanced study opportunities, mentorships,
and internships. 10 10.

11. An organized program to "involve the
uninvolved" in the school's activities. 11 11.

12. Scheduling of some activities during the
school day to increase their availability to
all pupils. 12. 12.

13. A noon-hour activities program. 13 13.

14. A broad and diversified extracurricular
program designed to appeal to pupils with
a variety of interests and abilities. 14. _ 14.

15. A diversified intramurals program or,
for younger pupils, supervised playground
activities. 15. 15.

16. 16. 16.

17. 17. 17.

Total

Mean Score

D. Appropriate Support and Structure

1. Well-staffed counseling: pupil personnel
programs that serve individual student's
needs.

2. Organized student support groups: for
older studLots - peer counseling, peer tu-
toring, teacher advisor/advisee programs,
group counseling. For younger students -
"Magic Circle" or Glasser-type groups, group
counseling.

3. Courses, units of study, or lessons de-
signed to improve student self-concept,
interpersonal relationships, se.f-under-
standing, conflict resolution, problem solv-
ing, and "how-to-study" skills.

4. Leadership training courses or units for
students.

5. Special education programs of all types.

R4
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What Is
What

Should Be

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3

4.

-
4___

5. 5.



6. Big Brother/Big Sister programs and new
student o.ientation programs.

7. Effective, well-equipped, and wellstocked
instructional materials center to support ef-
fective instruction.

8.

9.

Total

Mean Score

6 ______ 6. __
7 ____ 7

8. 8 _____
9. 9.

L 1

What
E. Rules Cooperatively Determined What Is Should Be

1. Student and staff involvement in writing
and publishing the student handbook. 1. 1. __
2. Staff involvement in defining rules per-
taining to staff. 2. 2 ____
3. Student involvement in defining rules in
classrooms. 3. 3
4. 4. _____ 4
5. 5. ______ 5

Total

Mean Score
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Mini-Audit #2
Process and Material Determinants

Process Determinants

8080

lem Solving, Decision Making, What
and Resolving Conflicts What Is Should Be

1. Problem-identification meetings or sur-
veys: any procedures used to involve par-
ents, students, staff, or others in identifying
(not necessarily solving) problems related
to your individual school. 1 1 ____
2. Teaching student leaders problem-
solving processes: in the primary grades this
may be done in "Magic Circle" or other
group counseling-type sessions in which
pupils resolve problems that occur within
the class. Programs for older students may
take the form of direct instruction in prob-
lem-solving skills for designated leaders such
as student council members, class officers,
or club officers. 2. 2

3. Task forces (parents, facuky, or students)
working on school problems: task forces are
working groups assigned the task of defin-
ing and resolving a problem, which has been
identified as important through the prob-
lem-identification process. 3. 3.

4. Faculty or student advisory groups to the
principal to help with problem solving, de-
cision making, or conflict resolution. 4. _ 4. ____
5. Use of a formal decision-making model
in decision-making groups such as depart-
ments, grade-level groups, faculty meetings,
the student council, or the principal's ad-
ministrative team. Models may include such
components as: definition of the types of de-
cisions that can be considered by the group,
defining the group's membership, identify.
ing who can vote or the method of arriving
at consensus, and obligations of ,rcup mem-
bers once a decision has been reached. 5. 5.



6. School governance councils (groups with
extensive decision-making and problem-
solving responsibility): membership on such
councils may be limited to professional staff
members or may include student and par-
ent representatives. 6. 6.

7. Conflict resolution committees: such
committees are organized to identify grow-
ing conflicts among cliques or individuals
and to resolve such conflicts before they be-
come disruptive to the school. 7. 7

8. 8 8

9. 9. 9.

Total

Mean Score I 1

B. Improvement. of School Goals and What
Planning for the Future What Is Should Be

1. Student goals and objectives are identi-
fied as a part o; the process for defining and
articulating the curriculum. Such goals and
objectives are in writing and are used as a
basis for planning learning activities for
students.

2. Through the school's program evaluation
processes the strengths and weaknesses of
each curriculum are periodically assessed.
Information from such evaluations is used
by the faculty to strengthen curricula in
areas where weaknesses are identified. 2 2

3. Procedures have been established for in-
volving parents, pupils, and staff in defining
school improvement priorities. 3 3.

4. A written plan exists for the improve.
ment of the school. This plan identifies the
school's priorities for improvement, identi-
fies and assigns responsibility for improve.
ment activities, and identifies target dates
for completion of tasks. 4. 4
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5. Organizational units within the school,
such as departments, teaching teams, or
gradelevel groups, develop and implement
school improvement plans related to their
areas of responsibility. 5. 5

6. The staff evaluation system of the school
encourages each individual staff member to
-' welop instructional improvement objec-
tives and to identify activities for achieving
these objectives. 6 6

7. 7. 7

Total I_____I

Mean Score I-1

C. Effective Communications

1. Communications between the school
and parents are facilitated through the use
of newsletters. letters from the school, and
letters from various programs within the
school.

2. Parents have opportunities to communi-
cate with teachers informally by attending
a variety of ?-;hoolsponsored activitie.: par-
unt orientation programs, school perfor-
mances, sports events, back-toschool nights,
dramatic and art activities, or art fairs.

3. Communication between parents and
the school administration and faculty is
facilitated through a parent volunteer
program.

4. Parents lean: about their children's
achievement: in school through a "positive
calls home" or a "positive letters home"
program.

5. Parents, faculty mervmPrs, and individu-
al students meet perio,- ..aily to discuss the
student's progress through a parentstudent
conferencing program.

*R8
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What Is
What

Should Be

1 1.-
2. 2.

3. :3.

4 4
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6. Parents attend parenting classes or par-
ent effectiveness training programs as a
means of communicating with the school
about problems they are having with their
children.

7. A PTA or similar organization functions
to keep communications open between the
home and the school.

8. Parents and other community members
commt, ate with the school by participat-
ing in community-sponsored events that use
school facilities.

9. The principal peNodieally invites parents
to meet with him/her to discuss school pro-
grams, plans, and problems (a "coffee
Eatch" day).

10. Administrators and faculty members
facilitate informal communication between
school and community by participating in
community organizations and attending
community-sponsored events.

11. The school organizes retreats designed
to open communications among staff mem-
bers, among students, and between staff and
students.

12. Faculty meetings are planned so that
they provide for communicationopening ac
tivities among faculty members and be-
tween the faculty and administration.

13. The sociai structure (clique structure)
of the school is studied and activities are
planned to open communications among
various cliques that are isolated from one
another.

14.

15.

6. 6

7. 7______

8. 8

4. 9

10. 10

11. 11

12. 12.

13. 13

14. 14.

15. 15

Total

Mean Score r
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D. Autonomy with Accountability

1. Task forces assume responsibility for
working on school improvement activities
or projects.

2. Faculty planning committees develop
plans for school improvement.

3. Student organizations (service or special
interest clubs, stueer. council) assume
responsibility for operating portions of the
school's activities program that have been
delegated to them.

4. School service clubs assume responsibil-
ity for school and community improvement
projects.

5. Through student volunteer programs,
pupils assume responsibility for helping
others in the school or the community. (Ex-
amples: ,lounger children serve as teacher
helpers, peer tutors, or library aides; older
pupils serve as peer tutors or counselors, big
brothers or big sisters, or volunteer to work
in hospitals or retirement homes).

6. Students assume responsibility for plan-
ning and evaluating some of their own learn-
ing by participating in independent study
programs.

7. Students assume responsibility for im-
proving their own behavior through be-
havior contracts. (Behavior contracts are
written agreements between a pupil and
staff member in which pupils agree to modi-
fy their behavior. Parents, other staff mem-
bers, or other pupils may help.)

8.

9.

90

What Is
What

Should Be

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5

6 6

7. 7

8. 8

9. 9

Total =
Mean Score
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E. Effective Teaching/Learning W hat
Strategies What Is Should Be

1. Teachers use a variety of subgrouping
strategies within classrooms and laborato-
ries: interest groups, project groups, tutori-
al groups, research groups, learning teams,
factgathering groups, creative writing
groups, groups with members who have
common lealing needs, discussion groups.

2. Students plan their own work and par-
ticipate in their own evaluation through a
variety of independent study programs.

3. Teachers provide students with prompt
feedback regarding the quality of their work
as they engage in learning tasks.

4. Teachers organize learning activities in
such a way that students are encouraged to
learn from one another and help one
another.

5. Teachers use differentiated assignments
as a means of providing for individual differ-
ences in learning styles, interest, beliefs, and
maturity. All individuals in a class do not
necessarily receive the same assignment.

6. Teachers recognize that the "time on
task" needed to master a given objective will
vary among stye uts; therefore, teachers or-
ganize their instruction in such a way that
some students may take longer to master
an objective than others.

7. Teachers and students use the materials
available in the school library or media cen-
ter as a means of enriching the curriculum,
providing for ineividual differences, and in-
creasing motivation.

8. A variety of active learning activities are
planned: experimenting, working with real
objects, simulating, model building, opinion
surveying, designing and constructing, ob-
serving plants and animals, or collecting nat-
ural objects.

85

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3______

4. 4

5. 5.

6. 6

7. 7.

8. 8
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9. Teachers systematically use diagnostic
and prescriptive techniques to determine
learning needs of individual pupils and as
sign learning tasks related to those needs.

10.

11.

Total

Mean Score

Material Determinants

9. 9.

10. 10

11. 11

L_1

What
A. Adequate Resources What Is Should Be

1. Learning materials and equipment in in-
dividu classrooms are adequate. 1. 1.

2. Learning materials and equipment in
such areas as gyms, labs, shops, and music
areas are adequate. 2. 2.

3. A well-equipped library/media center
provides a wide variety of books, magazines,
manipulative materials, and audiovisual
materials and equipment. 3. 3.

4. Community resources, both human and
material, are used by learners as a part of
the:r regular program. 4. 4.

5. The materials and supply budget to
teachers is adequate to encourage teacher
creativity. 5 5. ___

6. 6. 6

7. 7. 7

Total

Mean Score I

B. Supportive and Efficient Logistical What
Systems What Is Should Be

1. A wellorganized district warehouse sup-
plies material3 and equipment on demand. 1. 1.
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2. Procedures exist for quickly authorizing
purchases for materials and supplies and for
prompt delivery. 2. 2.

3. Provisions Lave been made for reimburs-
ing teachers for materials bought I, y them
for use in their work with students. 3. 3

4. A local or regional film library fills ord-
ers efficiently and promptly.

5. Equipment needed for instruction can be
repaired promptly and efficiently.

6.

Total

Mean Score

4. 4

5 5

6 6

I

What
C. Suitability of School Plant What Is Should Be

1. School plant flexibility is encouraged by
providing folding or movable partitions. 1 .1

2. The school plant provides variablesize
learning areas to accommodate different
kinds of learning/teaching groups. 2 2

3. A variety of types of furniture is provided
in the school plant. 3 ______ 3.

4. The school plant is attractive and aesthet
ically pleasing; for example: murals, plants,
carpeting. 4. 4

5. Temperature and light controls are well
designed. 5. 5

6. Provision is made for keeping the build-
ing and grounds clean at all times. 6. 6

7. Grounds are attractively landscaped and
carefully planned to accommodate a varie-
ty of learning activities. 7. 7

8. The school site has been extended to in-
clude a school farm or outdoor education
camp. 8. 8

9'3
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9.

Total

Mean Score

9. 9

Summarizing the Results

Follow these steps to summarize the results of the miniaudits:
1. Separate the questionnaires by role groups.
2. Compute the average (mean) rating given by each respondent

for each determinant.
3. Enter these figures in the boxes provided on the questionnaire.
4. Since there is more than one respondent for each role group, corm

pute the mean score for each category (determinant) by adding at the
scores for each category and dividing by the number of respondents.

5. Plot these mean scores on a blank summary form. (See sample
of completed summary form on page 90.) The column titled "Number
of Activities Identified and Verified" is left blank at this point. It means
that the activity has been identified by respondents as taking place
in the school. Information for this column will come from the item
analysis.

6. After computing in a similar manner the mean scores for each
category of climate determinant, connect the "What Is" scores with
a black line. Then connect the "What Should Be" scores with a red
or a broken line.

7. Use a different summary form for each role group. Possible role
groups include teachers, counselors and other specialists, administrators,
members of the Climate Improvement Committee, students, parents.

8. Later you may want to compare responses of particular role
groups by plorting them on the same summary form or by converting
the summary form into a transparency and superimposing the data
of one role group over another.

Preparing an Item Analysis

During the meeting at which the results of the n.miaudit are to be
discussed, the faculty will need to refer to the original items in the
audit. Results can best be reported in graphic form by plotting the aver
age of all responses for each item, as illustrated in the Sample Item
Analysis Report Form on page 91. After plotting the data on these
forms, you may r.:produce them for distribution to the respondents
or make them into overhead transparencies for commun.-Qing the
results to your faculty and other groups. Item Analysis Report Forms
for MiniAudits #1 and #2 are included at the end of 0 is Appendix.
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After you have plotted the "What Is" and "What Should Be" lines
on the item analysis sheets, count the number of activities that have
been rated 2.0 or more in the "What Is" column. You may consider
these items as "verified"; that is, they are happening at least to some
extent in your school. Count the number of verified activities and rec
ord it in the space provided at the end of each section of the Item Anal.
ysis Report Form. Then enter it in the column on the summary form.

Interpreting the Item Analysis

In interpreting the results of your item analysis, the following ques
dons are useful:

1. Which activities or projects are least developed in your school?
(In the sample they would be items 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 all rated under
2.0.)

2. Which activities or projects in the "What Should Be" ratings are
seen as having the greatest potential for making a positive impact on
your school's climate? (In the sample they would be items 4, 7, 9 and
10 all rated above 2.0.) Perhaps the faculty should consider a pro.
ject to increase these activities in the school.

3. Which activities or projects are most developed in your school?
(Items 4, 9, and 10.) What could be done to strengthen these activitio.0

4. Which of the items are rated by the faculty as having the Icivest
potential for positively affecting the school's climate? (izzms 2 and 3.)
Does this mean that the faculty should spend less time in developing
these activities than in developing others?

5. In which climate determinants have the faculty identified and veri.
fled the most activities? In which determinant areas ha% e they identi-
fied the fewest activities? Should the faculty consider launnhing
additional activities to strengthen determinantnant areas in which not much
is happening?
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Sample Completed Summary Form

Activities and Projects that Affect Climate Positively
School
Role Group
No. of Respondents

Determinants
Number of
Activities
Identified

& Verified 1

Mean Ratings
Mint Is What Should Bc

2 3 4

A. Active Learning

B. Individualized PerformanceB

Expectation Waded Reward
Systems 111

ill
ihrilliggililliiiii-1

/1

i\ 111

C. Varied Learning Environments
Flexible Curriculum & Extra.
curricular Activities

D. Appropriate Support &
Structure

E. Rules Cooperatively
Determined I



Sample Item Analysis Report Form

School
Date

Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be I

1.0 12 1.4 16 1.8 2.0 2.2 24 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0

1

A. Active Learning

1. More than usual use of manipulative materials in the
classroom

2. Specially designed learning centers .
3. Use of community as a classroom

.
-

4. Outdoor education activities .:
5. Project work in school ....

...--

6. Use of games and simulations in classroom
.. ....

7. Integration of the arts into regular curriculum

8. Multicultural active learning experiences '....
9. (item added by local school)

10. (item added by local school)

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "What is" scale):

q7



Item Analysis Report Form
Mini-Audit #1

Program Determinants

Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 18 2.0 22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

A. Active Learning

1. More than usual use of manipulative materials in the
classroom

2. Specially designed learning centers

3. Use of community as a classroom

4. Outdoor education activities

5. Project work in school

6. Use of games and simulations in classroom

7. Integration of the arts into regular curriculum

8. Multicukural active learning experiences

9.

10.

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "What is" scale).

,-,t
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Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

B. Individualized Performance Expectations/Varied
Reward Systems

1. Continuous progress curricula

2. Differentiated assignments

3. Learning contracts and independent study projects

4. Modifications of the grading system

5. Expanding rewards system

6.

7

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "Nhat is" scale):

Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2 8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

C. Varied Learning Environments/Flexible Curriculum
and Extracurricular Activities

1. Use of learning environments outside the school
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Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1 .0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2 6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

2. Modification of conventional classrooms

3. Variety of learning areas within the school

4. Opportunities for independent study

5. Continuous progress curricula

6. Integrating careerelated activities into the regular
curriculum

7. Artist or poet in the school programs

8. Use of community resource persons to enrich the
curriculum

9. Special events planned with community

10. Gifted and talented programs

11. "Involve the uninvolved" programs

12. Increase availability of activities during the school day

13. A noonhour activities program

14. Diversified extracurricular program to appeal to a
variety of individuals

1 1 0



Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 14 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

15. Diversified intramurals program or supervised
playground activities

16.

17.

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "What is" scale):

Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

D. Appropriate Support and Structure

1. Weilstaffed counseling - pupil personnel programs

2. Organized student support groups

3. Courses, units of study, or lesson plans for self-concept,
etc.

4. Leadership training for students

5. Special education program

6. Big Brother/Big Sister programs and new student
orientation
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Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1.0 12 14 16 1.8 20 2.2 24 2.6 2.8 30 3.2 34 3.6 38 4

7. Effective instructional materials center

8.

9.

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "What is" scale)

Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1.0 12 14 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 28 30 3.2 34 3.6 3.8 4

E. Rules Cooperatively Determined

1. Student and staff involvement in writing and
publishing the student handbook

2. Staff involvement in defining rules pertaining to staff

3. Student involvement in defining rules in classroom

4.

5.

Number of identified and verified activities (2.0 or more on the "What is" scale)

0



Item Analysis Report Form
Mini-Audit #2

Process Determinants

Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

A. Problem Solving/Dceision Making and Resolving
Conflicts

1. Problemidentification meetings or surveys

2. Teaching student leaders problemsolving processes

3. Task forces

4. Faculty or student advisory groups to the principal

5. Use of a formal decisionmaking model in
decisionmaking groups

6. School governance councils

7. Conflict resolution committees

8.

9.

B. Improvement of School Goals and Planning for
the Future

1. Student goals and objectives identified and are in writing

1n3



Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1.0 12 1.4 16 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 28 30 3.2 3.4 3.6 38 4

2. Strengths and weaknesses of school program assessed
periodically

3. Procedures established for involving parents in defining
priorities

4. Written plan identifying school's priorities for
improvement

5. Organizational units within the school develop plans
related to their area of responsibility

6. Staff evaluation encourages staff to develop instructional
improvement

7.

C Effective Communications

1. Communications between school and parents facilitated
by various programs within the school

2. Teacher/parent communication through informal school-
sponsored activities

3. Communications between parents, school
administration, and faculty facilitated through parent
volunteer program.

1 Aj
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Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 2.0 2.2 24 26 28 3.0 3.2 34 3.6 3.8 4

4. Children's achievements learned about through various
programs

5. Periodic meetings to discuss pupil's progress

6. Parents attend training programs as a means of
communicating about problems with their children

7. PTA keeps communications open between home and
school

8. Community members communicate with school by
participating in community-sponsored events

9. Principal periodically invites parents to meet
informally with him/her

10. Administrators and faculty members participate in
communitysponsored events

,
11. School organizes retreats designed to open

communications among staff and students

12. Faculty meetings planned to provide communication
opening activities among faculty and administrators

13. Social structure of school studied to open
communications among various cliques
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Mean RatingsWin t Is What Should Be I

1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 32 34 36 3.8 4
14.

15.

D. Autonomy with Accountability

1. Task forces assume responsibility for working on school
improvement projects

2. Faculty planning committees develop plans for school
improvement

3. Student organizations assume responsibility for school
activities delegated to them

4. School service clubs assume responsibility for school and
community improvement projects

5. Students in volunteer programs assume responsibility
for helping others

6. Students assume responsibility for independent study
programs

7. Student behavior contracts

8.

9.

06



Rican Ratings
What Slit uld is I

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 20 22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 32 3.4 36 38 4
E. Effective Teaching/ Learning Strategies

1. Teachers use of subrouping strategies

2. Pupil independent study programs

3. Prompt feedback by teachers regarding pupils' work

4. Activities organized by teachers encourage students to
help one another

5. Differentiated assignments for individual differences in
learning styles

6. Teachers recognize "time on task" needed to master
given objective will vary among pupils

7. Use of materials available in school library

8. Learning activities planned to encourage involvement
of pupils in a variety of active learning activities

9. Teachers use diagnostic techniques to determine
learning needs

10.

11.
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Material Determinants

NL1:m RatingsWhat Is %Vhat Should Be
1.0 1.2 14 1.6 ..8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 34 3.6 3.8 4

A. Adequate Resources

1. Adequate learning materials and equipment in individual
classrooms

2. Adequate learning materials and equipment in such
areas as gyms, labs, shops, and music areas

3. A wellequmped library and media center provides a
wide variety of books, magazines, manipulative nuacrials,
and audiovisual materials and equipment

4. Use of community resources (both human and material)
by learner

S. Materials and supply budget adequate to encourage
teacher creativity

6.

7.

B. Supportive and Efficient Logistical Systems

1. A wellorganized district warehouse supplies materials
and equipment on demand



Mean Ratings
What Is What Should Be

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 2 2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

2. Procedures exist for quickly authorizing purchases for
materials and supplies and for prompt delivery

3. Provisions have been made for reimbursing teachers for
materials bought by them for use in their work with
pupils

4. A local or regional film library fills orders efficiently and
promptly

5. Equipment needed for instruction can be repaired
quickly and efficiently

6.

C. Suitability of School Plant

1. School plant flexibility is encouraged through provision
of folding or demountable partitions

2. The school plant provides learning areas of a variety of
sizes to accommodate different kind" of learning.
teaching groups

3. A variety of types of furniture is provided in the school
plant

4. The school plant is attractive and aesthetically pleasing;
murals, plants, carpeting



Mean RatingsWhat Is What Should Be
1.0 1.2 14 1.6 1.8 20 2.2 24 2.6 2.8 3.0 32 34 3.6 3.8 4

5. Temperature and light controls are well designed

6. Provision is made for keeping the building and grounds
clean at all times

7. Grounds are attractively landscaped and carefully
planned to accommodate a variety of learning activities

8. The school site has been extended to include a school
farm or outdoor education camp
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Appendix D
Brainstorming and Prioritizing
Activity Instruction Sheet

Objective

The purpose of this activity is to identify from five to ten promising
activities, projects, or programs that might be implemented to improve
the climate of a school.

Use of the Information

The recommendations for climate improvement activities made by
the group will be used for planning activities to follow up the climate
survey.

Procedure

1. Structuring (5 minutes). Appoint a leader and a recorder for the
group.

2. Some Ideas for Your Group (5 minutes).Give the group a one-
page list of possible activities that have been (Bed by other faculties
to strengthen the climate determinant the group will discuss. This list
is intended to stimulate the group's thinking regarding how this cli-
mate determinant might be strengthened in this school. Make it clear
that the activities listed are not intended as recommendations for im-
plementation in this school. Ask the group to read the list of activities
as examples of what might be done.
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3. Brainstorming (25 minutes). Read the "Rules for Brainstorming"
to the group (see below). Then ask till_ group members to think of as
many ideas as they can for strengthening the climate determinants
the group has been assigned to consider. The group may wish to con-
sider strengthening some activities, programs, and projects already un-
der way in the school as well as implementing new activit,es. Refer
to the results of the climate survey to identify what is already going,
on in the school.

Instruct the recorder to list all ideas offered on a !arge sheet of paper
posted where all can see it. Tell the group it will have 20 minutes to
list as many ideas as possible.

4. Prioritizing (10 minutes). Explain to the group that it should
recommend from five to ten of the most promising ideas that have
been listed. Ideas recommended should be those the group feels have
the greatest potential for influencing the school climate positively.
When the group has reached agreement on an idea, instruct the re.::ord-
er to place a large star in front of that idea on the large sheet of paper.

5. Reporting (20 minutes). Ask the group leader to give a report
on the group's recommendations to the total faculty. Remind the group
leader to limit the report to only the priority recommendations. Al-
low about two minutes for each group's report.

Rules for Brainstorming

1. Anyone can contribute ideas, but only one person talks at a time.
2. Give the group recorder enough time to write down one idea be-

fore offering another.
3. It is strictly against the rules to criticize or otherwise discuss an

idea. Discussion comes later, after all the ideas are presented.
4. Remember that what is desired is quantity of ideas, not quality.

Offer your idea even if you do not think it is a very good one.
Your "wild" idea may trigger a not-so-wild idea from someone
else. Any Jea is of value.

5. Piggyback or combine ideas. Not only should you come up with
ideas but you also should be alert to ways to add or improve on
another person's idea.
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